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FERROMAG ETIC COMPOU DS OF MANG ESE 
WITH GROUP V-A ELEMEifTS 

IHTRODUCTIO 

OBJECTS. 

We know that at room te perature iron, cobalt 

nickel and gadol1niwa are the only element• which ehov 

ferromagnetism. Manganese, occupying the position 

immediately preceding iron 1n the periodic table, though 

not terromqnetic itself, can torm some ferromagnetic 

compounds. 

anganese can be combined with any or the 

elements ot group V-A of the periodic table to form 

t rromagnetic alloya (9,p 100). The d1acoYery or these 

ferromagnetic alloys may date back as far as the first 

description of the Beualer alloys in 1898, though the 

first clear mention ot ferromagnetic manganese phoeph1dea 

wae due to Wedekind (52,p 1268) 1n 1907. The ferro

magnetism of manganese arsenides was noted in 1911 by 

Hilpert and Dieckmann {30,pp 2831•2) who noted ferro

magnetic properties for the phosphldes, antimonide& and 

b1smuth1des as well. The ferromagnetism of manganese 

antimonide& was reported in 1907 by R. s. William& (56,pp 

1-7); in the same year ferromagnetic nitrides were 

described by Wedekind (50,p 806). 
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Although these substances have been known tor 

as long as 50 1ears, some of the measurements made on 

~em have been superficial.. As an example, 1n some of 

the earlier papers the intensity or ferromagnetic behavior 

was examined by comparing the distances a particle will 

Jump to a magnet. Intensive studias or the relation of 

physical properties and magnetic behavior were not made 

until the period 1928 to 1935 when Bates, .!!· .11,. worked 

with the specific heat (3,54), resistivity (?), thermo

electric effect (5,6) and thermogalvan1c action (4). All 

but one ot these papers was concerned with the aubet nee 

As; the specific heat of MnP was studied by Whitmore 

(64). Therefore, the study of the specific heat of MnAa 

and or MnP represents the onlJ attempt to 1"1nd the ettect 

ot the change or group Y·A element on the behavior ot the 

ferromagnetic alloys, and the character or the experi-ments 

did not permit exact corJ?elat1on in this case. Up to the 

time or the present investigation, however, no attempt. baa 

been made to find quant1tat1ve·ly the effect or changing 

the concentration ot the group V•A element on its magnetic 

behaviour. 

In conducting an investigation or the behaviour 

ot the manganese group V-A alloys, the manganese-phosphorus 

and manganese-arsenic systems immediately suggest themselves 
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&8 being convenient sys~ema tor study. The magnetic 

transition tor manganese phosphide i8 given as. 18-25° C. 

by Stoner (49,p 335). 

The objects ot the researches ot this paper can 

then be explained. 

i . To investigate methods ot preparation ot the 

manganese-phosphorus and manganese-arsenic 

alloys and to prepare a aeries ot these alloys 

ot varying composition. 

1i. To measure the magnetic behaviour ot the alloys 

as a function or temperature and to correlate 

th1 s with measured behaviour ot the thermal 

expansion, thermoelectric potential and thermo

galvanic action o~ the alloys. 

iii. To attempt to correlate the behaviour of the 

alloys as a tunct1on ot composition 1n order to 

determine it the group V•A element 1s exhibiting 

an etteot due to compound formation and dilution; 

or whether the alloying element 1s present in 

some other critical manner. 

iv. To note the ettect or the change or group V- A 

element from phosphorus to arsenic. 

v. To correlate the data with existing agnetic 

theories. 
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1th1n the scope or the stated objects or this 

1nYestigat1on are a number or additional question• which 

it 1s hoped can be answered in the light of additional 

research with these materials. As an example, Bates (6) 

noted a temperatul"e hJateres1s ot MnAs while studJing 

~e thermoelectric ett'ect that Whitmore (54) did not notice 

in working with spec1t1c heat p~opert1es of MnP . Guillaud 

(26) noted bysteresis effects that seem bard to explain. 

The temperature hysteresis noted by Bates (5) varied as 

the samples were reheated: repeated beatings of the sample 

lowered the temperature of the transi tion during the heat

ing cycle. fhe question then presents itself: is the 

hfaterea1s real, or is the behaviour that or a slow 

equ1libr1ua that has not been achieved in heating or 

cooling the sample? 



i'UJJDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS OF FEBROMAGHETIC THEORY 

Ferromagnetism is characterized by a number or 

features which set it apart trom diamagnetic or para

magnetic behavior. · Ferromagnetism is defined simply as 

•magnetism similar to that or iron• (12,p.l). One of the 

main differences between ferromagnetism and paramagnetism 

is the dependence of susceptibility upon the field strength. 

In general ferromagnetism is characterized also by a 

susceptibility value or the order of a million times that 

observed with paramagnetic materials. In addition, ferro

magnetic materials can be permanently magnetized. 

Ewing 's Contribution: The first attempt at 

explaining ferromagnetic behavior is credited to Ewing , 

in 1893 (8, pp .233-43;12,pp .l26-64;13;57,pp .316-45). 

He suggested that ferromagnetic phenomena were due to 

forces between atoms; each atom is a small magnet. 

Following the reasoning ot Ewing , let us assume 

that we have a permanent magnet tree to turn 1n any 

direction about its center. Then tor the unmagnet1zed 

state, the atomic •magnets• will be oriented in a com

ple tely random manner and the resultant magnetic moment 

will be tero. As the field is gradually increased trom 

zero, there will be at first a slow continuous rotation ot 

the magnets fol lowed by a sudden change .in orientation. 
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Finally~ a further continuous rotation takes place until 

all of the magnets lie parallel to the field. Ewing has 

used this model tor the calculation or B,H curves and 

hJatereaia loops and found the model satisfactory. 

The only possible explanation tor the magnetic 

transformation 1n ferromagnetic materials according to 

Ewing's theory is that the thermal agitation becomes 

great enough to break the orientation or the magnets. 

Since the ferromagnetic materials have a temperature above 

~ which they are paramagnetic beha•ior and below which they 

behave as ferromagnetic materials, we should be able to 

approx1 te the energy involved if thermal agitation could 

overcome the magnetic orient tlon torees at this temperature. 

The magnetic energy of a permanent magnet of 

oment ~ in a field of strength B is 

i: -~H (1) 

when~ and B are directed parallel. 

Considering that the magnets are held parallel 

by a fictitious internal f1el4 H1, then when the eubstance 

is heated to the magnetic transformation or Curle temper

ature T, thermal energy will overcome the internal field 

and destroy the alignment of the atomic magnets. 
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the eneru ot thermal radiation ~ltT· , so 

(2) 

considering iron, wit.h f : 104301 .. and ~= 2.04xlo-20 

ergs/gauaa, 

kf=l.txlo-13 erg =0.09 electron-volta 

and H1 =7.ooo,ooo oersteds, indeed a tremendous field. 

These approximate calculations indicate that the 

magnetic energy 1 quite small compared with the ionization 

potentials of the tome, but is large enough to require a 

tremendous field in order to align the Ewing magnets. 

Tbe E~lug model would be more useful if it w~re 

applied to the space geometry ot atoms 1n a ferromagnetic 

cryatal;Bozorth (13,pp.l2-3) reports that this has been 

succeastul in explaining the anisotropy or crystals. 

The theory of Ewing tells of the forces necessary 

to give rise to ferromagnetism but does not explain the 

origin of these fields. 

Tht )fJias !heorx: The next step in the develop

ment or the ferromagnetic theory was that due to Weiss 

(8,pp.233-8). 

Langevin proposed tor materials that can be 

treated as paramagnetic gases, each particle behave as it 

it pussessed an average magnetic moment i given by 
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ii- 1 - - coth a - 11' (3) .?-' 

where each gram or substance contains Z elementary mas

netic particles each of moment/"' • The symbol a 1s 

defined by the expression 

(3a) 

where the total field ls or intensity HT 

The right hand expression of (3) can be expanded, 

giving as a result 

(4) 

Weiss . xtended the theory to ferromagnetic 

materials by proposing that the field experienced by the 

particles was mor than an external field. He said that 

the total t1eld was the sum ot the applied field H and an 

internal field Bi given by CZ e. lf, where e is the dens1 ty 

of the substance and C is a constant; 

Br : H + C e Z 11. (5) 

Solving (5) for • and (3a) tor HT, and substituting the 

expression tor BT in (5), we have 

(6)- H • 
~ 

For high va~ues ot T, where a---+ o, (4) becomes 

{7) 



£11a1nat1ng a between (6) and ('1), and rearranging.• 

(8) 

vh1cn 1s simplf an expression ot ~ t7pe 

(9)• =4 ....1.. • . 
)A ~k T-9 

Since molar ausceptibil1 ty XM : 111..., then (9) becomes 
B 

XM =52~ _1_ =_l_c (10) 
...- T-6 ~ 

Equation (10) represents the well known Curle

Weise law which explains tAe paramagnetic behavior or 

ferromagnetic substances above the magnetic transformation 

temperature; this relationabip has been experimentally 

proven. !he temperature G ie the Curie temperature, or 

magnetic transformation point . 

We can then calculate the magnitude of the 

internal field of Weiss, since the Curie temperature 

can be experimentallf determined. Some values (12,p . 38) 

are given in Table 1 of estimates of the internal field, 

as calculated from equation (8). 
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Table 1 

Substance a , ~. Internal Field, 
S2KI~dl 

iron 1060 3.4xlo
7 

cobalt 1385 5.6xlo7 

nickel 700 
7

2.5xl0 

Tbeae fields are tremendous indeed, though ot 

the order ot the tield calculated to oppose thermal 

agitation, as noted prev1oualr. 

When '1' is low, the equation aay be solYed tor 

10 , the saturation intensity ot magnetization (intens1t1 

ot magnetization it all Ewing magnets were parallel). 

The intensity ot magnetization is JA R, aud g1Yen the 

ayabol I. By calculating I as a function ot temperature, 

We1aa calculated the spontaneous magnetization curve. 

Applying a t1eld H =0 and solving the equation, 

the result 1a given 

f = tanh 1L.b (11)0 ~ 
where I/10 is the relatiYe magnetization.• This equation 

is aignit1eant in ahowing that at all temperatures below 

the Curie temperature 9 , the 1ntena1t7 ot magnetization 

has a definite value eYen though no :tield is applied. 
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Tbis curve has been experimental1J verified 

(13,p.16) and agrees quite well with the experimental 

value tor iron, cobalt and nickel. 

fhe explanation given by Weias tor the apparent 

unmagnetized state ot a ferromagnetic material below the 

Curie point rollowa the concept ot domains a~ now known. 

At ordinary temperature& the internal forces, now though' 

ot aa the interaction energy forces, maintain elementar7 

magnets parallel over qnly a 11m1ted volume of specimen, 

usually about 10•8 -1o•9 co. and containing perhaps 1016 

atoms. Each ot these small volumes,. called a domain, 1• 

magnetized to aaturation but the domains are oriented 1n 

a random manner. At temperatures below the· Curie tempera

ture the domains have a vector magnetization ot zero, be

cause ot the random orientation. However, when a field 

is applied, the domains are lined up vectoriallf and a 

resultant magnetization is shown. 

The effects of domains have been demonatrate4 

clearlr. For example, colloidal iron oxide on the aur

tace of a demagnetized silicon-iron crystal gives a mioro

acopic powder pattern illustrating inhomogeneous magnetic 

fields (13,p.7). 

!he Weiss theory can give us 1ntormat1on that 
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can be quantitatively. used, but does not provide any 

explanation tor the tremendous internal fields causing 

ferromagnetism. 

An application or the Weiss theory relationship 

can be pointed out by eonsider1ng the magnetic energy 

associated with a ferromagnetic substance. 

E "" • -
I1 Fdi : - j ~ CI0 ( edlo) 

: _ ~ 2 Clg (l2 ) 
2 

The minus sign indicates that energy must be supplied 

in order to de troy the intrinsic magnetization ot a 

ferromagnetic material. The epec1tic heat or a ferro

magnelic material is greater than that tor a normal 

met 1 under similar phJsical conditione. 

Cr : en + c,. OJ' (13) 

Cr - cn -· L Nw 12 (13&)- 2J -e 
where Cr 1s \he specific heat of a fenomagnetic metal, 

Cn ~ha. t tor a normal etal and 0
11

; the specific heat tor 

the magnetic process. ~he symbol J represents the 

mechanical equivalent of heat and Rw 1a a constant 

d rivable ~rom Weiss • 1nterna1 field. 

Aa I Yaries wlth temperature then C will vary
11 

as given by the equation 
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(14)• 

At the Curie point the intensity of magnetization will be 

changing very rapidly, in accordance with Weiss' curve. 

Therefore the specific heat or a ferromagnetic metal will 

rise to a sharp .maximum and drop o~r sharply at the 

transition temperature if the behavior obeys the relation 

ot equation (14). 

Bates (3) has investigated the speo1f'1c heat 

behavior of MnAs on heating and Whitmore (64) studied the 

behavior or the phosphide . Both workers obtained peaks 

of the specific heat at temperatures closely approximating 

the magnetic transformation point . 

Bates then proceeded with other experiments in 

a similar manner.. Since 1 t is pointed out that the energ7 

associated with a ferromagnetic material below the Curie 

tempera.ture differs trom the energy or a normal substance 

by the magnetic energy factor., then methods or detecting 

en rgy changes should give Curie point changes in 

properties. Further, since magnetization values are 

changing sharply, the energy factor will be changing in a 

manner wh1ch should give sharp peaks or breaks in their 

values. 

An eX&Dlple or this 1s g1v1m by Bates (7), who 

measured the electrical resistivity of manganese arsenide. 
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The resistivity of a ferromagnetic substance excee~that 

ot a normal metal, according to this application ot the 

Weiss theory, by a resistance related to magnetic energy. 

The values obtained break sharply near the transition 

temperature. in accordance with theory. 

Btittnbers Th!ory ot Ferromagnetism: As was 

pointed out earlier, the origm of the internal field is not 

explained by the Weiss theory. The development of the 

quantum theory and its application to ferromagnetla by 

Heisenberg provides at least a semi-quantitative expla

nation ot the molecular field. 

In the development ot atomic ahells, transition 

elements are characterized by the tilling ot lnner 

ahlelded ahells. In the iron group, the 34 shell is 

tilling; rerromagnetic gadolinium has a partially completed 

4f shell. 

Iron can be taken as an example ot the ferro

magnetic elements. ~his element baa a 346 shell, putting 

the six electrons in five orbitals. two ot the electrons 

will be paired or compensated in one ot the orbitals and 

the remaining tour electrons will ·each occupy an orbital 

in an uncompensated manner. The spinning ot the four 

electrons in the same manner causes a polarization of the 

atom and a resultant magnetic moment can be deterained. 
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'l'h~ partial tilling or the shell allows the eXistence 

ot unpaired electrons, and the uncompensated electrons 
l 

can then cause a magnetic moment because of their 

spinning. The existence ot a magnetic oment ust be 

one condition tor ferromagnetism . 

In the tree atom, the orbital motion o n also 

contribute to the magnetic moment, but when the metallic 

crystal is formed, the electrpn orbits are too firmly 

fixed to be appr~eiably influenced by a magnetic field . 

The corresponding moments do not change when the inten

sity or magnetization ch nges, so 1t is supposed the 

orbital momenta of the electrons in the Yarious atoms 

neutralize one another . 

The magnetic moment of the atoms will be related 

to the number or unpaired electrons in the atom . Tbe 

magnetic moment (4l , p . ll3) is giYen by 

~ = Vn(nt-2) bohr magnetons (16) 

where n is the number or unpaired electrons. 

Let us now suppose that two atoms some distance 

apart each have a magnetic moment due to the spin action 

ot an electron . Heisenberg shows the exia te nee of a force 

of interaction between the electrons, in addition to the 

better known electrostatic and weak magnetic forces . 
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The interaction torce between the electrons is 

due to the quantum mechanical probability of exchange ot 

the electrons and is expressed by an exchange integral . 

This exchange integral will depend upon the characteristic 

wave equations of the atoms, the distance or separation 

of the electrons and the distance apart or the atoms and 

the exchanging electrons. The exchange integral is 

generally negative because the attraction between the 

nucleus and the exchanging electrons overrides the 1nte"

atomic and interelectronic repulsion forces . It the con

ditions are correct tor the exchange integral to be 

positive, then sufficient energy would be involved in the 

interaction to account for the molecular or internal 

field . 

In summary, Heisenberg based his theory . of 

ferromagnetism on the magnetic moment or atoms due to 

uncompensated electron spin actJ.on together with a 

positive exchange action where the interaction energy of 

atoms in crystals can account for the molecular t1eld . 

Exchasse Inteeral Cond1t~qns ! SeYeral calculations 

have been made to determine the proper conditions that 

must exist 1t the interaction integral is to be positive . 

The tirst ot these is due to Slater (46 . pp . 58-63) . 

By aaaum1ng a simple form for the wave tunct1on 
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as being a tunct1on or the principal quantum nwnbe and 

the e:rtective nuclear charge, a e't ot wa'Ve functions for 

individual eleo~ous or the various shells can be set up . 

'fheae wave functions then .represent the distribution of 

charge for a given shell.. the maximum of the d1atr1but1on 

ot charge wlll represent the ettect1ve ra41ua of tbe shell, 

and thus allows the calculation ot ettects 1nvolv1ng 

particular energy shells, as the 3d shell ot the iron 

group. 

Slater's calc.ulat1on 1s based upon the eff.ect1ve 

values ot the principal quutu numbeP at1d the ahleld1.ng 

constant., both derived froapreaumably aeml--emp1r1cal 

tables, and the nuclear charge . 

rom these data, Slater constructed a table · 

giving the r -atios of the distance ot separation between 

neighboring atoms , I>, to the radius (r) ot the ener87 

shell. He found that the ferromagnetic atoms had the 

largest ratio D/r, while those wb1ch can become ferro

magnetic 1n their compoun~s were nearly as great . 

Examples or his results ~e sho:wn 1.n Table 2.
"J:~~ 

http:ahleld1.ng
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'table 2 

CRITICAL DISTANCE R4TIOS ~ QALCULATEP 

!I SLATE{l (46, pp . 58-63 ) • 

He tal Cr Mn Fe Co 

Ratio D/r 2.60 2.9<i 3.26 3.64 

et'al 11 Gel Pd Pt 

Ratio D/r 3.94 3.1 2.82 2.46 

Slater concluded, then, that a ratio exceedins 

3.0, but not exceeding it very much will produce a ferro

agnetic substance. That is, when the D/r ratio reaches 

about 3.0 the exchange integral will be positive. 

Ot particular note in the above table is the 

tact that the aanganese ratio ia very close to the 

required ratio for ferromagnetism. The expansion of the 

ratio by the alloying with the group V-A elements, sulfur, 

boron, or a number ·Of other elements will produce ferro

magnetism . The loss of ferromagnetism by an alloy of 

this type might then be explained by changes in bonding 

influencing the magnetic moment and the effective aize 

of the energy shells, or from changes 1n the interatomic 

distance. 

Another calculation of the conditions tor a 

positive exchange integral is due to Bethe (ll,pp.594-8). 

Hie calculation is based on the forces involved as the 
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interatomic distance fs changed, assuming an energy shell 

or constant dimensions. As the separated atoms are brought 

closer togather, -the electron spins ot the two atoms will 

be made parallel, resulting in a poeitiYe interaction 

energy. As the atoms are brought still closer togather, 

the spin momenta are held parallel more firmly until at 

a certain distance the forces will diminish. Bringing 

the atoms still closer can set the spins anti-parallel and 

a negative interaction can result. The position of the 

a t1o ot interatomic distance to energy shell radius on 

Bethel& energy curYe will then determine the paramagnetic 

or ferromagnetic nature ot the substance. Bethe 1 s curve 

is aho'im below. 

• 
a:l 

~0 
() 
Q) 

~ 
~ 
r:il 
Q) 

bO 
s:: • 
aSbO

.s:l Q) 
() s:: 
>< 

r:il 

Paramag Ferromagnetic 
netic 

Mn 

Cr 

0 3 
Ratio interatomic distance 

diameter ot energy shell 
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A further calculation i due to Reel (3,,38). 

He said that not only doe the exchange integral depend 

upon the D/r ratio, as given by Slater, but that the 

factor for the shortest distance between the magnetic 

shells should be included. eel plots the magnetic 

moment against d - 8 , where d is the distance between 

atoms and d is 2r corrected by the shortest distance 

between the magnetic shells. Calculation of the distance• 

for HnAa indicate that it should be ferromagnetic while 

elemental manganese is not ferromagnetic. The curve of 

eel is very s1m1lar to that of Bethe, with the points 

distributed in the same manner. 

The methode of calculation of the exchange 

integrals would lead one to the supposition tbat Tolue 

effects would be a good measure of the change involTed in 

a ferromagnetic material at ita transformation point. 

The requirement of a positive exchange integral and a 

m gnetic moment ot the atom suggests that there should 

be a definite change in volume associated with the change 

in critical ratio. If the internuclear distance is changed, 

or if the atomic shell dimensions are perturbed due to 

bonding changes, the lattice ratio should change and the 

volume would be effected. 

Since the possibility exists that the effect can 
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be explained solely on the basis or conduction electron 

changes then th.ermoelectr1c action will g1ve us an 

indication of effects to be noted. 

The experiments are then set up to give us 

the following information: 

i. he thermal expansion of the alloys will give 

indications ot changes in interatomic or intra

atomic ettects intluenc1ng the interatomic 

dimensions or the energy shell radius. 

Heisenberg's theory indicates ;bat changes 

should be evident in ther 1 expansion behavior. 

1i. Thermoelectric pote.ntial measurements should 

indicate the changes involving the conduction 

electrons. 

iii. Thermogalvan1c potentials, it obtainable with 

an7 degree of reYersib111ty or stability, 

would give information regarding the energy 

1nYolved in magnetic transformations. 

iv. Magnetic theory indicates that the magnetic 

transformation should occur at a definite 

temperature; lt ahould thus be possible to 

eliminate temperature b3steres1s in all or the 

above effects .. 
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PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLES 

IJ1&tgrz·: !he first preparation ot manganese 

phosphide, according to Mellor (35,pp .852•3) waa due to 

Pelletie.r in 1799 •. He heated manganese with microcosmic 

salt and charcoal to produce a white manganese phosphide 

(all the phoaphides produeed 1n 'this investigation have 

been deep black in eolor), and also by direct combination 

ot the elements. Mellor {loc. c1t.) also reports prepa

rations ot phospbides by r~duction of phosphates by a 

number of workers during the nineteenth century. All the 

products produced in that. era ver• qu1te 1mpure and are 

de-.s.oribed 1n general as mixtures ot compounds. !"he 

.magnetic properties were not known by the early workers. 

With the discovery of the Hensler alloyst 1n 

1898, interest 1.n the alloys of manganese deYeloped. 

Wedekind and Veit, in 1907 (52,pp.l268-9) prepared two 

different •compounds• ot manganese and phospho~~· · 

On passing pho.sphorue vapors entr.ained b1 hydrogen over 

manganese chloride heated to a red glow, a strongly 

terrom.agn ·tie material was round. This material. after 

purlt;ylng wl tb 41lute hydrochlol'1c acid, was analyz.ed 

and round to fit the t'ormula Mn5P •2 
In a similar manner, they found that direct 

; 

combination C)f manganese and red phosphorus ln a bJdrogen 

http:analyz.ed


atmosphere at the temperature ot a gas-oxygen flame coJRb1ned 

to torm another ferromagnetic alloy, Mn3P2.. 

In 1908, Schemtachuschny and Etremott (43,pp. 

246-'1) made a phase study or manganese-phosphorus 

alloys ranging up to about 38~ phosphorus. their study 

indicated two compounds in th1s region: Mn5P2 and KDP. 

The study does not indicate the Mn3P2 or Wedekind; a 

eutectic at 2'1.7~ phosphorus is at almost the exact 

composition or Mn P • In this investigation the alloys3 2 
were prepared by adding phosphorus to molten manganese 

protected by a tilm or tused Ba012 • 

According to Mellor (35,pp.852-3) several other 

investigators report the compound Mn3P2, though the methods 

or preparation (direct combination) should not rule out the 

eutectic. 

The compound, reported by Schemtschuschny 1n 

his phase study, was also prepared by Hilpert and Dieckmann 

' {3l,pp .'781-3) on heating the elements in an evacuated, 

sealed tube at temperatures up to 600° C. for lG-12 hours, 

and then removing the excess manganese with 10% hydro

chloric acid. 

Hilpert and Dieckmann (loc. o1t.) also prepared 

a material or composition MnP2 by direct combination at 400°. 
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This material was unstable when he ted in a current or 

hydrogen at 400°, tin lly decomposing to HnP. 

The properties ot the phosphides, as described, 

are quite similar. They are insoluble in hydrochloric 

acid, soluble in aqua regia, some are reported so ewhat 

soluble in nitric acid (experience or this investigation: 

somewhat attacked by coneentra ed nitric aeid). The , 

materials are grey to black powders, ferromagnetic and 

of density ranging from 6.12 g./ml tor n P2 to 5.~93
g ./ml for nP. 

The story of the manganese arsenides is quite 

similar to that ot t~e phosphides . The first reported 

compound was the monoarsenide MnAa , reported (36,pp.70-l) 

by Kane 1n 1830. He prepared the material by heating 

arsenic and manganese on a platinum toil, the arsenic 

elting and alloying with the manganese. 

Aa ith phosph1des, interest in manganese 

arsenides was aroused following Heusl r•e discovery ot 

tbe ferromagnetic aluminum-manganese-copper alloys. 

Wedekind and Veit (63, pp .2664-9) and Hilpert and 

Dieckm nn (29,pp.2383-6) almost simultaneously in 1911 

published ethods of preparation of Mn s. edek1nd found 

that s could be prepared by heating together manganese 

and arsenic,treeing the regulus from excess anganese with 
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dilute hydrochloric acid, and removing the excess arsenic 

by heating with bromine or chlorine. Hilpert and 

Dieckmann prepared M¥• similarly by heating manganese 

(prepared from manganese amalgam) with arsenic at about 

700° C for 6-8 hours. 

The compound MnAs was reported· by Wedekind 

and Ve1t (loc. cit.) as being produced when the mono

arsenide was heated 1n a stream of bJd.rogen, though 

Hilpert and D1eokmann disclaimed the presence ot either 

the hemiarsenide or a tritad1arsenide. 

Arrivaut (2), by a method or eleotromotive 

torc.e determinations tor a series of alloys indio ted 

that Mn2As,. Mn3Aa2 and MnAa were the compounds or manganeae 

and arsenic. 

Schoen (44) made a phaae study of the manganese

arsenic system in 1911~ He reports the presence of the 

compounds M.n~s and,. probably, JlnAe. The formation or 
1m3 s2, unstable above '7520 C. is also indicated. Schoen 

uses a rather impure manganese (97.37% Hn) in his study, 

and reports that MnAs and Mn2Aa are not ferromagnetic 

(at variance with other workers), while alloys of composi

tion near Mn3As2 are qu1te magnet1call7 attr·acted. These 

alloys were prepared .trom fused mixtures or manganese and 

an alloy approximat1ng MnAs . 
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The properties ot the manganese arsenides are 

quite similar to those or the phosphides. They are 

attacked by nitric acid and qua regia, and are not 

attacked by, or but slowly react with hydrochloric acid. 

The arsenides are black powders having a agnetic trans

formation at about 40-450 G. 

A1lozs frodyced At Direct Comb1na11on: A survey 

of the historical methods ot preparation of the ferro

magnetic alloys of manganese suggest that direct combination 

ot the elements 1s the method moat widely used. 

For this r search, combinations of manganese 

and phosphorus or manganese and arsenic were m de by 

placing the finely divided mixed elements in a heavy 

quartz tube, eYacuating to a pressure ot about 2 mm . Hg, 

s aling and heating in an electric furnace. Because or 

the danger ot explosion, the tubes were placed in iron 

pipes . 

The phoapbides were prepare by heating the 

samples to 400°, following tne p~ocedure of Hilpert and 

Dieckmann (3l,pp.781-3). The result 1n a significant 

number of eases was rupture ot the tubes. Sinoe drying 

the samples atter insertion in the tubes did ~~t make the 

method more satisfactory, it is supposed that local 

temperatures, considerably exceeding the furnace temper

atures, gave rise to high phoaphorus pressures . The 
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vapor pressure ot phosphone increases rapidly to an 

intermediate high pressure near 400° although the vapor 

pressure at 4000 1s not very great. Since it is reported 

the reaction proceeds with .1ncandescenee (35,p.852), the 

explanation given must be reasonable. 

S1m1lu results were obtained with the combi

nation ot manganese and arsenic.. The method of Wedekind 

( 53,p.26G4,2669) was used, comb1n_ing the elements at 

400-~00° C. Although explosions were common in producing 

the arsenide, Just a with the phosphide, another difficulty 

arose. Since the alloys were produced mu.eh below their 

melting point, the unreaoted material cast be removed 1n 

order to produce a homogeneous alloy . The excess mang nese 

can be easily removed with l\yd.rochlor1c acid, but the 

removal of the unreaeted arsenic by heating with br-omine 

or chlorine resulted 1n the burning of 'the alloy to the 

chlorides (or bromide-s) in many eases. 

ost or the direct combination allo7s were 

produced from an impure manganese and arsenic (qualitat

ively they contain about l,C iron). It was extremely 

difficult or 1mpoasi.ble to d1esolve thes·e al.loys in aqua 

regia or nitric acid. Substitution of a pure eleotrolyt1.e 

mangane.ee (99.99,% Mn) and Elmer and Aulend pur1t1.ed arsenic 

http:pur1t1.ed
http:mangane.ee
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resulted in an alloy soluble in aqua regia and ao11evhat 

attacked by nitric acid. 

Kanganese- antiaont alloys could be easily prepared 

b7 heating the mixed elements under a layer ot fused NaCl, 

ICl or Ba012 • This me~od was used by Schemtschusehn1 

(43.p.246) with manganeae~phosphorus preparations, and 

Age•• (1) vi th manganese•antimonJ alloys. 'lhe method vas 

not found during this investigation to be satisfactory tor 

the purpose of preparing tb.e .phosphide a or arsenides; the 

non- metallic elements would burn out or evaporate through 

the fused salt, leaving but little combined non-aetal in 

the alloy. 

Qhemiqa4 ~ EleotrolYjic Preparat&ons ~ 

A1lo1s : In considering the preparation of manganese 

all oys, the possibility of metathetical reaction and of 

the reduction of manganese salts must be considered. 

Such methods might have a particular advantage in pre

paring pure materials which would not have been heated 

to the magnetic transformation region. 

nganese pyrophoephate was prepared and 1te 

reduction to the phosphide was attempted . Reduction with 

~inc, heated, or with ~1nc and acid, were not sucoeasful 

in producing the phosphide. Beating of the pJrophosphate 

with carbon to a red heat did produce some magnetic 

activity, though minor compared with materials produced b7 
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direct combination. 

It was thought that perhaps a reaction or the 

MnC1 + PB ~ MnP . + 3801
3 3 

would produce the material desired. A manganese tri

chloride was produced in ether solution by bubbling 

hydrogen chloride oQto the trioxide -- a dark green to purple 

solution was produced . The bubbling or phosphine into 

the solution resulted in the formation or a non-magnetic 

brown precipitate. 

fhe reduction or the pyrophosphate with the~mite 

was trled, and produced but a slightly magnetic product. 

According to Chene (15,pp.l98-202,265-9), 

electrolysis or molten salt mixtures can result in the 

reduction or manganese phosphates to phosph1des in small 

crystalline ·quantit1es. He reported MnP or Mn2P to be 

produced in yields or about tour grams trom a 100 gram 

crucible charge. This method would seem to be a general 

method that might be applied to the preparation or arsenides 

and antimon1des aa well as the phosphides . Th1s method was 

tried., using a tour inch graph1 te crucible as the anode and 

electrolyte container., and a graphite rod as the cathode. 

Four parallel-connected 12 volt light storage batteries 

formed the current source. It vas round necessary to place 

the crucible anode in a gas-tired pot furnace in order to 
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keep the bath molten and eon4ucting. 

When approx1mately 100 grams or the oruclble m1x

ture (Mn012 + 2 llaP03 + XCl) was heated to 850° C and 

current or 10 amperes at l2 volta potent1-al was passed 

~brough the cell tor one hour, only a trace ot the mag

netic product, not ln v1.s1bly .crystal.line rorm, vas pro

duced. 

Electrolytic :reduction or Mn P04 1n concentrated 

sul.turic acid solution did not produce the phosphide . 

CrTs~liza£1on lxper+ments: Ferromagnetic 

crystals are generally magnetically anisotropic (8,p.l60); 

that is the magnetization is easier along a certain 

crystal axle. This phenomenon, 1n,ensively investigated 

by Guillaud and others, .suggested that it might be 

desirable to make measurements with single crystals of 

the alloys, it possible . 

Gwathmey and Benton (26,.pp.35-7) report the 

growth ot ~arge single crystals or metals with melting 

points as high as 1500° c. Their method consists ot very 

slowly passing molten metal through the hot zone or a 

vacuum rurnacet the metal passing trom a zone heated to 

about 50° C. above the melting point to an area heated 

to slightly less than the freezing point in some 14 houra. 

Mechanical leYeling bulbs allowed the slow, un1torm and 
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· non-1'ibratory movement or the metal in a crucible. 

This method or preparation would seem adia

t tory tor preparation ot single cryatals or the alloys 

having a melting point quite similar to that or copper. 

Preliminary experiments were made 1n which the sample was 

hel4 in poa1t1on in the turnace and the temperature was 

slowly and unitoraly reduced by manual control. AYailabl•I 

was a quartz tube turnaoe fitted with a thermocouple well 

and wound with an insulated heating element. A Yacuum 

oonnect1on as attached. ~he entire furnace vas insulated 

by two inches of KgO. Temperature. measurements were made 

with a thermocouple and potentiometer. 

A aample or Hn2Sb prepared by direct combination 

was placed 1n a graphite cruc1ble (1/4 inch by 2 1nob hole 

1n a 1/2 inch by 6 inch graphite rod), and 1naerted in. the 

furnace. The furnace was operated at about three am. 

or mercury preasure. The sample was cooled tro a temper

ature of 940° 0. to 830° o. in a period or ll houra. The 

melting point or Mn2Sb is 919° (36,p.412). 

Upon remoY1ng the saaple rrom the furnace, micro

scopic examination revealed very small crystals, ot in

determinate ahape. The crystala were quite magnetic, and 

qualitatively anisotropic: that 1s, the crystals would tend 

to line up with the long axia perpind1cular to the aagnet1c 



field. The orrs~als were ot the order of 0.1 mm .f ln 

diameter and perhaps twice as long. 

It was not definitely determined that the •ample 

had l;)een heated to melting, since tbe sample did n,ot 

appear tused, so a new crJstallizatlon attempt was made 

w1th a higher temperature ot. the turnace. The same 

apparatus was tuted vi th tbe exception of the sample 

erue1ble. A small quartz. tube eonta1ned the allOJ.• 

The sample was heated to 10000 C and the temperature was 

evenl7 lowered trom 10500 C to 880° ·C 1n a period ot six 

hours .. 

When the sample was w1tb.drawn trom the turnaee, 

1t was noted that two types ot materials were present.: 

black mi. eroc~ystals some ot which were as large a.e O.ou. 

1n one dimension and some br1ll1a.nt .green crystals ot the 

same size.. Magnetic 1nv-es,1gat1on ot the crystals ind1ca'ted. 

that the black crystals were quite strongly attracted to a 

magnet t1h1le the green one• were b&t slightly attracted. 

The attraction of the two types vas clear cut enough to 

allow magnetic aeparatton of the crystals. Analysis 

indicated the presence ot some a111oon 1n the green 

oryst.al.s perhaps aa a terna.rr sll1c1de. The green 

oryatal• were most prominent at the sides ot the Q\l&l"tz 

t ube; tbe t11be appeared etched after removal or the aample.s ~ 

http:terna.rr
http:br1ll1a.nt
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·TD.e resW.ts of the above xp e.r1menta indicated 

that the cu-ya~all1zation a~_tempts did no~ Jield large 

enough or7etals to be ot value ln the determinations to 

folloW', ad the experaents would not yield e-nough 

add1t1onal 1nrormat1on to Juet1ty t-he expens-e ot constru.ct.• 

1ng the apparatus ne$ded for a more refined growing ot 

these cryattaltt. The ahb11.1tr and m-elting point data 

also indicated tba.t att.empta to grow arsenide and 

phosphide crJt\als would be e.ven leas likely to succeed. 

'roo [Epage MetcU4 9L W _PU:A5J.On .at ~l$11: 
fhe me"ho<le. of prepara~ion o-r the alloys uaed b.Y previous 

investigators was,. in general, "that ot cllrect oomb1na't1on 

ot the elements in an evacua'\ed tube. 

l.xper.ience has shown, however, that this method 

orters several disadvantages: (l) the reaction seems to 

'take place with oons14erable heat evolution, whieh may r-a).ae 

the vapor pressure high enough to cause tube tractur-e. Thia 

result .was obtained in a s1gn1tioan:t percentage of trials~. 

! he burning of arsenic or phosphorus from a tube tracture 

ottera. a ser1o11.s satety hazard. (2) It seems d1tt1eult 

to tree the sample of' excess arsenic (or phosphorus) 

w1 thou.t ua1ng means drastic enough to perm1 t breakdown ot 

'the allOJ' into the corresponding ohloricles. (3) It h&e 

been the result or previous workers that the araen1dat1on 

http:PU:A5J.On


was l1m1ted at the composition Mn.As (eg . a.p.284); it has 

lleen. Peported that phosphorus alloys produced 1n high 

presa'IU'e bombs could not be made with phosphorus oontent 

as high as that corresp&ndlng to the rormllla MnP [24) . 

Heating at the tempe~tures 1ndieated for the preparation 

ot the alloys results 1n the los,s of arsenic; arsenic 

starts to be vol-at111zed above about 4000 0 .. .SimUar 

results are to be presumed w1th phosphorus alloys . 

Arr1Taut (2. p.284) mentioned that 1t ls possible 

to prepare MnAs by passing •sc13 'Y pore over manganese ·. 

heated to 400° C. fh1s method would seem to ·otter the 

advantages or opePat1ng at atmospheric pressure, thus 

eliminating the danger asaoc1ated w1 th heating sealed.; 

evaeuated tubes near the boiling point or one or the 

materials enclos:ed in it. In addition, the goup V- A 

chlorides are available in pur-er rorms than the elements.. 

since they are common laboratory reagents. 

The method has be·en tested and tound to· be a 

good general method tor the preparation ot manganese

phosphorus , manganese-are nic, and man.ganeee-antimonJ 

all.oys . 

· 1'h.e furnace used in beating tb.e .manganese was an 

Eimer and Am&nd 1300 watt tube t ·urnace; having a bore of 

tw-o oni . and a heating area or ;,5 ·cm. long. :Rheostats and 
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an ammeter were provided ror the regulation ot temperature 

through control ot furnace current . 

The vaporizing flas~ the furnace combustion 

tube and the vapor traps were connected together in an 

all- glass aystem . The group V- A chloride was vaporized 

in a 100 ml. boiling tlaak; the turnace combustion tube 

was generally or pyrex though a satin quartz tube was used 

for some higher temperature preparat1on&. The vapors after 

passing through the rurnace vere collected in a trap cooled 

with ice, ro~lowed by a gas washing bottle to scrub out 

remaining vapors . This was necessary because of the un

pleasant and corrosive nature of the PC1 and ASC13 vapors ,3 
even at room temperature . 

The manganese used v s produced by the Electro 

Manganese Corporation of lnoxv1lle, Tennessee . The purity 

ot the material according to the suppl1er1 vas: 

Table ~ 

GANESE 

Sulfur as Sulfide 0 . 01~ 
Sulfur as Sulfate 0 . 001~ 
Iron less than 0 . 001~ 
Heavy metals spectroscopic t~aces, 

none greater than 0 .006~ . 

1. Personal communication r-rom William L. Hammerquist , 
Electro anganese Corporation, Knoxville , Tennessee, 
March 11, 1948 . 
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The phosphorus chloride used was a Bakers O. P. 

product, the iron content giYen as 0.0003.. The arsenic 

chloride was also a Bakers product, though no analysis 

was g1Yen. 

The procedure adopted as best was s follows: 

The manganese was finally ground 1n a mortar and pestle 

to approximately -100 mesh. The manganese powder was 

next mixed with about ten volumes or C.P. light grade 

MgO and thoroughl.Y mixed. The resultant mixture was then 

placed 1n a uniform layer to about halt till a pyrex tube 

closely fitting into the turnaoe combustion tube. he 

tube vas then placed in the ~urnace and heated tor 20 

minutes at the desired furnace current. The group V-A 

chloride vaa then .vaporized over the heated manganese. 

fhe reaction proceeds with incandescence. 

The sample, when cooled, was treated with dilute 

hydrochloric acid which remoYed toreigh substances pro

duced in the furnace. The sample would conta1n, other 

than the manganese alloy, varying amounts ot MsO, MgCl2, 

MnC12, Mn, and PC13 (or AsC13). These are all soluble in 

bfdrochloric acid solution, while the alloy 18 the unattaoked 

so a simple separation or pure alloy can be made. The 

allOJ was twice treated with the acid• then washed thorough-

l f with distilled water and dried. 
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Since tile thermal history of the samples was 

1 portant, care was taken to see that the magnetic trans

formation region was traversed but once in the preparation 

ot th6 alloJS. It repeated beatings or the sample should 

be necessary, the samples were s1;ored aboTe the Curie po1nt 

until all heat treatment had been completed. The manganese 

phosphide alloys were stored 1n a deep treer.e at -30° C 

before and after use; the arsenides could be kept at room 

temperature. 

Add1 t1on of the HgO powder was found necessary 

in order that the reaction proceed with the use of most or 

the manganese. It the manganese was not diluted, a fused 

coat of 012 would form at the surface or the metal and 

the action would cease. Sod1WJ1 chloride was tr1e4 as a 

diluent but vas not aucceaatul. 

Increasing the temperature of the · tube furnace 

resulted in an al,lo.Y w1th a higher ratio ot manganese to 

phosphorus (or arsenic). This is shown by the following 

table: 

Table 4 

EFFECT .2! :EUH FUJiNAQE TEMfE§ATQRE .21 ALLQY . ~QMfQSI ·ION 

fempera.ture pt Furpace, oc . 
370 :P : 1:1.39 
480 1:1.30 
660 1:1.02 
460 Kn:As- 1:1.34 
660 1:1.03 
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Man anese powder was retluxed with arsenic tri

chloride (b.p. 130°) producing a black powder which waa 

non~magnetic. Q.ualltat1vely 1 t con~in•d but a trace ot 

manganese. etlux1ng antimony ~ricblorlde (b .p . 220°) · 

with manganese gave a blaQk powder which was somewhat 

magnetically attracted. Qual1tat1vel7 the sample con- . 

ta1ned a minor quantity ot manganese . A manganese

antimony alloy formed at about 400° C. was considerably 

more attracted to a magnet, and qualitatively contained 

more manganese than the reflux prepared sample. 

Phosphorus (or arsenic as the case ras.y be) 

precipitates in the cool portions or the combustion tube~ 

but none collects in the heated sample zone or the turnaoe! 

All ot the samples used 1n the investigations 

to 1'ollo were prepared by the tube rurnaoe method. The 

furnace temperatures used were thoae given 1n Table 4 . 

Alloys richest in manganese were prepared by burning the 

arsenic or phosphorus out of the alloys by heating 1n air 

to about 7500 a. tor an hour . The re&ults ot analyses or 
the aamples used 1n the inveatigat1.on or the manganese

phosphorus system is given 1n Table 5; these are the 

samples used in the runs g1Yen by t1gures 3,4,5 and 6 . 

Table 6 shows the result or analyses of the manganese

arsenic alloys used in obtaining the data or figures 7, 

8 and 9 . 

http:inveatigat1.on
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Table 6 

RESULTS OF PREPAfu\T.ION OF MANGANESE- PHOSPHORUS ALLOY-S 

1anganese,avg .% 66.57 62.80 57.71 :56.02 
Phosphorus,.Q1 d1ff % 33.43 37w20 42 ..29 43.98 
Chloride- neg. aeg. neg. neg.
Magnesium neg. neg. neg. neg. 
S1~1ca neg. neg. neg. neg.
Iron trae)e sl.:CZ.aoe sl.traee sl. ~race 
Ratio P: n 0.89 1.02 1.:30 1.39 

Table 6 

RESULTS OF PREPARATION OF MANGANESE-ARSE IC ALLOY 

anganese,avg.~ 44.9'1 41.71 35.45 
Arsen1e.by d1tf.$ 56.03 59.29 64.55 
Chloride neg. neg. neg.

agnes1wa neg. neg. neg.
Silica neg. neg. neg.
Iron sl •trace 1irace sl.trace 

· Ra t io s:Hn 0.90 1.03 1.34 

Note: In the· analys.1s tor iron, the notation 1 sl.:traoe" 

designates color reaction about equal to the manganese 

of the original sample (O.OOl)C). A •trace• designates 

an amount of about 0.005~ or less. 

Agalzsa,s qr the,Sampl.ts! 'fhe samples of the 

manganese-phosphorus and manganese ....arsen1«l ·all oys were 

not too soluble. They are but partially attacked by 

concentrated a11::r1c acid, are una.ttaoked by concentra1r c1 

or dilute hydl"ocllloric or sulfuric ac1ds. Alltal1es do not 

http:the,Sampl.ts
http:analys.1s
http:Arsen1e.by
http:Phosphorus,.Q1
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dissolve the materials. The following procedure was 

found to be the best method Of dissolving the allOJS: 

concentrated nitric acid was added and the samples were 

brought to a boil. Concentrated hydrochloric acid was 

then added until aqua regia was formed, and the samples 

were again brought to a boil. The boiling was continued 

until the samples dissolved. The ease or solution of the 

samples seemed to be a function ot the non-metal alloying 

constituent• samples rich in phosphorus, tor example, 

were more readily dissolved than samples poorer in phos

phorus. Although solution could be achieved with the 

chlorinating agents, such as 10103 and HCl, the above 

procedure gave the best results, since solution was 

frequently quite difficult. 

Once solution was aob1eved, the elements were 

separated tor analysis. survey of methods or analysis 

indicated the method or separation or manganese as the 

dioxide was the best method. The dioxide was ·separated 

by the method of Scott {2l,pp .569-60) using Zn(N03 )z. as the 

reagent to promote consistent results. The precipitated 

manganese dioxide was then filtered through an asbestos at 

in a Caldwell crucible, and washed well with hot di·stilled 

water. 
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The preferred method ot anal7sis (2l,p.574) 

tor manganese waa the clisaolut1on ot the manganese dioxide 

precipitate with an excess or standard ferrous aulfate 

solution, ln the presence ot sulturic acid and phosphoric 

acids. The excess rerroua sulfate is back titrated with 

standard potassium permanganate to the perman..na te 

end point. 

Standard1~at1on or the permanganate was against 

weighed amounts or the electrolytic manganese, precipitating 

and titrating the manganese by the methods used above. 

Titrations were also made b7 the ~oaetr1c 

method (2l~pp .57o-l), but the titration was not as sharp 

as the ferrous sultate-permanganate method. 

In the case of phoaphorus alloys , the phosphate 

can be determined 1n the filtrate or the manganese dioxide 

precipitate. The standard method (2l, pp .614-6) or 

precipita ting the phoaphate as ammonium phosphomolybdate, 

diasolYing and reprecipitating as magnesium ammonium 

phoephate was used. The precipita te was then ignited in 

an electric furnace and weighed &s r:~gnesiWII pyrophosphate. 

The method was Tery satisfactory. 

Arsenio determinations, 1n the case ot arsenic 

alloys, were made by the graYimetric method or Scott 

(2l,pp.96-8). The precipitation was made as magnesium 

ammonium arsenate, being ignited to and weighed as magnesium 

p7roarsenate. 
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Because or the Tolat1lity of PC13 and As013, 

and · the drastic treatment necessary for sample solution, 

it is very ditticult to get complete analJsis of the 

sample, some PC1 (or A8Cl ) will be lost through3 3 
volatiliza~lon. Therefore , in d term1n1ng the ~at1o 

of phosphorus to manganese, the phosphorus was d termlned 

by difference. 

The samples were qu litatively analyzed for iron 

by the usual colorimetric th1ocranate method. The iron 

content was scarcely detectable with all samples. 

Magne ium content of the samples was determined 

qual1tat1v ly with paran1trobenzene azoresorc1nol (5. and 

0. reagent) but was negative in all cases. 

A ample ot each of the alloys was leached with 

bo111ng concentrated nitric acid* d1luted so ewhat with 

water, and tested for chloride by the addition of silver 

nit-rat solution. The results of the te t showed chloride 

ion to be absent. 

Since the samples completely dissolved in the 

acid 1xture us d tor solution, silica (trom the co bustion 

tubes) ust be absent. 

Rheniga-Antimonl Aj.).oy: S1nee the poasibil1ty 

exists that ~erromagnet1s of anganeae-group V•A alloye 

is due to the peculi 1 otronic arrangement of these 
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elements, then other group VII-B alloys with the group 

- A elements should also exh1b1t ferromagnetism. 

In group VII-B with manganese are found 

technieium and rh•n1um; of these only rhenium 1a coa

merc1ally ava1lable at a cost of 3.50 per gram. 

'fhe rhenium-phosphorus system vas studied by 

llaraldsen (27) and the rhenium-arsenic system vas inves

tigated by Weicbmann and Heimburg (55); but no ferro

magnetic alloys are mentioned ln their work, though the 

alloys may not haYe been tested tor magnetic behavior. 

A small amount ot rhenium was procured to 

test the ferromagnetism of a rhenium alloy. Antimony 

was chosen as the alloying group V-A element since 1t 

is easily combined, has a strong effect when alloyed 

with manganese and has a high Curie temperature with 

manganese. 

Rhenium and antimony powders were mixed 1n 

equ1-molecular ratios {2.7 millimole& or each), covered 

with barium cblor1de oryatala, and heated to sooo 0. in 

the furnace tor an hoUJ'. The reaul ting alloy was leached 

with water to remove the barium chloride, washed and 

dried. A qualitat1Ye t-est howed the presence ot antiJDOQJ 

in the alloy; no quant1tatlve test of composition was made. 



The rhenium-antimony alloy was tested tor 

magnetic attraction bJ obserYing its behavior with a 

l .a.rge alnico permanent magnet (1831 gaues) but no 

visible attraction or the allOJ particles were noted. 

The sample was cooled to oo c. before testing tor the 

magnetic action; mang_aneee-antimoDJ alloys remain ferro

magnetic up to 278-330° 0 . 

The results ob~ained with the rhenium-antimont 

alloy are not unexpected since !ron, cobalt and nickel or 

group VIII, following manganese are terromagne tic,. but the 

group VIII elements or otner per1oda are no~ ferromagnetic . 
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EXPERDIERTAL 

The apparatus vas constructed with the aim or 

making simultaneous determinations or the relative 

permeability, thermal expansion, thermoelectric potential 

and thermogalvanic action ot samples or the alloys ot 

manganese and phosphorus or arsenic.• 

A unitized thermostat assembly proved convenient 

tor the measure ents. A small table with. a thermostat 

mounted in the table top allowed control or the thermo

regulator, thermometer bridge, thermogalvanio pot•ritio
··"'"' 

meter and thermoelectric voltmeter trom one position; the 

catheto eter tor re ding d1latometer height was necessarily 

mounted across the room. 

The thermostat bath was of tive gallon capacity 

and vas thermall7 lagged with magnes1a•asbeatos insulation. 

Water was used as the bath liquid tor all ot the measure• 

mente . E1'ticient stirring was accomplished with a 

variable-speed stirrer. 

Thermostat heaters ranging trom 10 to 250 watts 

were used; light bulbs proved to be convenient small heaters. 

The heating was divided between continuous and intermittent 

heaters. Cooling ot the bath liquid was conveniently 

accomplished with a coil circulating cold water; pressure 

fluctuations of the cold water were necessarily cut down 

with a pressure regulator. 



ttuerature Meaam:ement: It was desired to 

have a system ot temperature measurement which would be 

sensitive to changes ot temperature ot the order ot 0.01°0. 

over the range trom 0° C. to about a75° o. The sensitivit7 

and range desired suggested the use of a resistance thermo

meter. Although platinum 1a most commonly used in resist

ance thermometry, Maier (33,pp.2860-6) has found copper to 

be a stable material having a slightly higher coefficient 

ot resistivity than platinum. 

The thermometer used consisted of two layers ot 

close wound No. 40 gage Formvar covered copper wire 

· wound on a 6 mm. pJrex tube 12 em. long • Th1s was placed 

in a close fitting pyrex glaas sheath and connected to \he 

measuring bridge with o. 18 gage copper wire. An add1 t

ional thermometer consisting or bare o. 40 copper wire 

intervound with glasa yarn was constructed to cover the 

range up to 375° C; the Formvar insulation will start to 

break down at about 1260 C. 

The resistance of the thermal sensitiv unit waa 

measured with a standard Wheatstone bridge circuit, 

employi~ a Leeds and Mortbrup precia1on type Kohlrausch 

Slide Wire and a Leeds and Northrup Lamp and Scale type 

galvanometer in the measuring circuit. The reaiatance 



box was set at a constant value -ot 140 ohms so that 

temperature could be determ1ned as tunction only ot 

alidewire drum setting. By using the slide wire with 

the end ooils. the entire range was needed to cover 

temperatures trom oo to 1000 a. 
!he resistance the.rmometer un1 t was calibrated 

at the ice point, the steam point, the transition 

temperature ot C.P •. sodium sulfate. and the boiling 

point ot 100~ ethanol. .St~darcUzationa were made by 

the methods ot the U. s. Bureau ot Standards (20,p.278) 

and Daniela, Mathews and Williams (18,pp.l47-9). The 

plot ot temperature against res1a,tance was very nearl7 

a straight line. The resistance corresponding to 

temperatures tor 100 1nterY.als vas determined and the 

intermediate temperatures could then be- cslculated by 

linear 1nt_erpolat1on. 'The ice point resistance ot the 

thermometer waa 115.44 ohma, the steaa point 164.24 ohms, 

with 15 om. immersion ot the thermal sena1t1Ye unit. 

Thertgregulator: A survey ot methods ot 

temperature control autt1c1ently sensitiYe to give 

control ot the order ot ±0.02° c. and capable ot con

tinuous regulation at temperatures ranging trom 0° 0. to 

about 375° C. indicated ~· beat method aeemed to be the 

resistance thermometer A. 0. b~idge type ot controlling 
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Ullit . The, apparatus chosen waa tbat due to Ooa'tea (1'1), 

adapted to Aller1can components . The oireu1t,.as finally 

evolYed, is shown by t1g1me l.~ · and the eleetron1o 

components used are given by Table 7 .. 

The assistance given by Prot . J . J. W1ttkopf 

ot the Ele9trj.oal Eng1n~er1ng department 1n designing 

the appara~us and of Mr. Ben Ballard ot Radio Station 

KOAO 1n adjusting the thermoregulator 1s gratefUlly 

acknowledged . 

In this type or regulator, the resistance thermo

meter and a sensitive setting or balancing resistance 

form two arms of a bridge, the other two arms of which 

are formed by a 15V. oenter-.tapped A, C, transformer . 

When the bridge is unbalanced, a voltage will be impressed 

upon · the grid of V- 1, the value of the current being 

related to the extent ot unbalance of the circuit. The 

e\ll'rent due to unbalance if the thermal unit is "too 

hottt .)or tttoo eold• by tbe same amount will be equal •. 

Tha.t 1s, lr the sensitive unit 1s e1ther •too hot" or 

•too oold1 by 0.01°, a .curren't ot •a• amperes will be 

impressed upon th~ grid of V- 1 , bu~ there wi11 be a 

phase d1tterence ...of 180° between the •too hot• and •too 

cold., voltage&. The· grid voltage is then ampl1t1ed by 

V-1, V- 2 and V- 3, thou.gh V-3 plays the additional role 

ot selecting between the "too hot" and •too cold .. signals • 
. ...~ .. 

http:oireu1t,.as
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Table 7 

Ptrts List t.s: E1ect£oniq Thtrmoregulatw 

a-1 
R-2 R-4 
R-3' 
R-5 
R-6, R-10 
R-'1 R-11 
R-8,' R-12 
R-9 
R-14 
R-15 
R-16 
R•l7 
Q-l,. C-4 
C-2 C-6 
C-3' C-5' . 
0-7 
c-a 
C-9, Q-10 

T-l 

T-2 

T-3 

L•l 
L-2 
Ee-l 
Ec- 2 
z 

V-1, V-2 
V-3 
V-4 
V-6 
SW-1 
SW-2 

Thermistor~ Western Electric type 15-A 
250 ohm, 1 W. carbon resistors · 
200 ohm Helipot, Beckman type 200 AZ 
75 ohm, 1 W. rea1stor 
2400 ohm, l/2 W. carbon resistors 
100,000 ohm, l/2 w. carbon resistors 
10,000 ohm, 1/2 W. carbon resistors 
250,000 ohm potentiometer
68,000 ohm, 1 W. carbon resistor 
500,000 ohm potentiometer
1000 ohm, 10 W. wire-wound resistor 
20,000 ohm, 10 W. wire-wound resistor 
10 microfarad, 25 volt electrolJtic condenser• 
0.1 microfarad, 600 volt paper condensers 
a,a microfarad, 450 volt dual electrolytic
condenser 
0.1 microfarad, 400 volt paper condenser 
a microfarad, 450 volt electrolytic condenser 
8,8 microfarad , 450 volt dual electrolytic
condenser 
Bridge transformer: secondary of 6.3 
filament transformer rewound so as to deliver 
15.4 RMS . volts at 100 ma ., tapped at 7.6 volts. 
Plate transformer: 220 volt to 10 volt bell
ringing transformer reversed ·and primary
rewound so as to operate from 6.3 volt tilamant 
transformer. Out put 155 volta RMS . 
Power transformer, rating 350-350 volts at 
120 ma., 5 volts at 3 amps, 6~3 volts at 
4.7 amps.
Choke, rating 4-16 henry, 15-150 ma. 
Choke, rating 10 henr1. 150 ma . 
Bias battery, 3 volts 
Bias battery, 22 1/2 volts. 
Relay, 175 ohm. Spring adjusted to ahort 
range: close 10 ma ., open 5 ma . 
M1111ameter, 0-50 aa. D.C.meter 
Vacuum tube, type 6SR7-G1' 
Vacuum tube, type 6J5-Gf 
Vacuum tube, type 83 
Vacuum tube, t7pe 6L6-GT 
Power sw1tch 
High voltage switch 
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The alternating current potential developed by 

the bridge upon unbalance will result in an A.C. potential 
I 

at the grid of V~3 . Since an A.C . potential is also 1m

pressed on the plate of V-3, the tube will only conduct 

when the plate or V-3 1s posttive as the bridge signal is 

r oe1ved at the V-3 grid . The:retore , 1f the phase is 

such that the plate of V-3 1s positive as the error signal 

from a •too cold" voltage reaches the V-3 grid, the tube 

wll1 conduct and the amplified voltage is passed on to 

tube V-5. But should a •too hot• signal be impressed 

upon the grid of V-3, now 180° later in phase , .then the 

plate will also be 180° later in phase . Since the plate 

is negative, the tube will not conduct and the •too hot• 

signal is rejected. The signal from -3 is filtered 

aomewbat by C-7 and R-14 and passes on to V-5 where a 

relay is controlled b7 the plate circuit response of 

the tube to the error signal paesed on rrom V-3. 

The phasing ot T-1 and T-2 can thus be adJus'

ed to tit the type of control needed; the control can be 

use tor thermally sensitive units with either a positive 

or negative coeff icient of resistivity, or tor normally 

open or normally closed control circuits by proper 

a Juatment or phase of T-1 and T-2. 
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The thermoregulator circuit as finally evolved 

was used with a Western Electric thermistor as the sensi

tive unit; a copper resistance thermometer bad previously 

been used but the thermistor gave a more sensitive 

response. The thermistor was kindly furnished by Western 

Electric Co., ew York. N .•Y. 

The thermistor used, a estern Electric type 

15-A, had the following characteristics (19,pp.84-91): 

Resistance at 0° C. about 283 ohms, at 25° C. about 100 

ohms and at 50° ·C. about 41 ohms. It was furnished in 

the form of a 0.4 inch diameter disk with radial leads. 

The thermistor was covered with cere.sin wax and placed 

in a glass protective tube with scm water added to aid 

in heat transfer. 

The bias potential fl"om Ec-2 was adju ted to 

18.5 volta by means or R-15, tor best operation or the 

thermoregulator. 

The type or thermoregulator used had an added 

advantage in that it is quite insensitive to line volt

age fluctuations. 

Dilatometer: The use of a bulb and capillary 

dilatometer ·suggested itself as the best means tor 

measuring the density or the allo7 powders as a function 
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of temperature. This is brought out by Re1117 (42,pp. 

467-8), and was the method used in previous work with 

s by Guillaud (25·,p.394) and Smits , Gerding and 

Vermast (48,pp.358-60). 

· The dilatometer consisted ot a spherical bulb 

ot about 13 ·cc. capacity which was connected by a 10/30 & 

Joint to a aection or pyrex capillary tubing 90 em. long, 

an with a bore of about 0.8 mm. An additional capillary 

was available with a bore of about 0.2 .mm. 

The proper choice of containing liquid and 

sealing material at the ground joint was ver1 important. 

The conditions that must be met by the containing liquid 

and sealing cement were: 

1. The containing liquid must be inert towards the 

alloys to be measured. 

1i. be vapor pressure should be low; the combination 

should be sealed so tbat loss ot material will 

be 1 mg. or less per week. 

ili. Thermal expansion of the containing liquid 

should be low ao as not to mask alloy expans~on. 

The conditions set torth were properlJ ful

filled by using a treated mineral oil as the containing 

liquid and General Electric glyptal cement as the seal

ing medium . The Jll1neral oil used was u.s.P. White 011 . 
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Ho. '1 t 11gb' grade, wh1·ch was heated "'o looo c. at 3 om. 

pressure tor one hour, in order to remove the more 

-volatile components. As a further precaution, the ground 

glass Joint was polished w1 th let1gated aluiAA (aapph1re 

dust). The d1latometer capillary tip vas sealed ott 

from the atmosphere with a rubber pol.1ceman t1p. 

A nWilber o:r other media were tested bet~e the 

proper combination was discovered. Some uneatistaotory 

media were n-dibutJl phthalate, water., and xylene. 

Some sealing cements which were not successtul included 

pioein, eealstix, s1lico.ne grea.se, ceres.1n wax, apier._on, 

lubraseal, and tetraeth,yleneglycol citrate. 

The cap1l.lary tube vas calibrated with weighed 

slugs ot reclist1lle0. mercury. ~he length ot slugs of 

mercury about 30 mm. long was measured with a travelling 

microscope (read to to-3 nw.) at shox-t intervals along 

the capillary, allowing the aver.age area to be obtained. 

A large g~aph of the closely agreeing Talues or the 

capillary area as a tunct1on of leng'h along the tube 

was then construe ted.. Volume of 11qu1d in the capillary 

could then be calculated by the method of aummation ot 

trape&o1ds. 

The volume of the pulb was determined from the 

weight of redistilled mercury required to 1'111 the bulb, 

after correcting tor the y.olume held in the capillary. 

http:ceres.1n
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!he volume of the bulb was determined at intervals trom 

0° C. to 66° c. and a large graph or the volume against 

temperature constructed for interpolation or the volume. 

The specific volume of the oil used as a 

containing liquid was determined over the range of 

temperature to be used, as described above. 

The procedure in tilling the dilatometer was 

as follows: The t1ne17 divided allo1 po der was 

weighed into the dilatometer; trom o to 10 grams ot 

sample were used. The oil was added to about till the 

bulb and the dilatometer bulb was placed in a vacuua 

dessicator and evacuated to remove the occluded air and 

gases from the sample. 011 was added at intervals to 

keep the oil level at the top ot the bulb neck and the 

bulb was frequently tapped to aid ln gas evol.ution. 

When gas evolution had cea•ed, the capillary was partially 

filled with oil and attached to the bulb. The Joint was 

sealed with the SlJptal cement atter weighing the 

d1latometer plus contents. · A clamp was attached 'to the 

d1latometer neck holding the oap1llarJ by small springs 

or rubber bands 1n order to take the etra1n of holding 

the dilatometer ott ot the sealed Jo1nt. A rubber 

policeman was placed oYer the capillary tip to out down 

eYaporat1on loss. 
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All weights or samples, containing oll, and 

calibrating m~ter1als were converted to weight in vacuo. 

Although all calibrations or the capillary 

were referred to a reference scratch at the base or the 

tube, a second tiduo1al scratch a known distance from 

the tirst mark and near the middle or the . tube was 

added as a reference tor the dllatometric reading. 

Measurements or the oil level were made w1 th 

a Gaertner oathetometer, read to 0.01 em. 

The volume ot tbe sample V
8 

at a given 

te perature was calculated by the following equation. 

Va = Vb +- c - WoSVo 

Where Vb is the VOlume ot the bulb, a function or 

temperature. The symbol V represents the volume ot
0 

oil 1n the capillary and 1s obtained by graphically 

integrating the area under the capillary ar..•oil 

height curve. !he methods or trapeso1ds was used in 

summing the capillary volume. The srmbol W0 represents 

the weight of the oil used as a containing .liquid, and 

SV0 is the specific volume or the oil at the temper

ature or the measurements . 

'lhermal expansion or the capillary vas dis

regarded since measurements indicated its t.empe.rature 

to be the aame as the air temperature or tbe room. 
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fermeam@ter: Correlation or magnetic behavior 

with thermal expansion, thermoelectric potential and 

thermogalvanic action made it necessary to provide some 

means or measuring the magnetic effects. The require

ments were that the device would give at least relative 

values or magnetic permeability and that the device be 

small so that it could fit into the thermostat used, so 

the sample could be measured at the variable temperatures 

ot the bath. In addition, the apparatus should use but 

small quantities of powdered sample. 

Since conventional magnetometers (46,p.l8,239), 

(8,pp.69-60) do not completely satisfJ the conditions 

ot the experiment, a eearch was made for a new method 

which would be satisfactory. 

The properties or a tuned inductance 1n a 

resonant circuit seemed to be a good poas1bility for 

relative measurements of permeability . 

For a resonant circuit (28,p.222,312) 

2TrtL: ~ 

or 
L e • 4 lf!l.r2 

and at a constant frequency, 

L C : constant 



Now the inductance ot a coil is proportional to the 

permeability of the medium enclosed 

L • rLo 

where L0 is the inductance ot the coil ln Tacuo, 

where ~: 1 .. 

Then, at constant frequency 

~ C = constant, or. / c{_ c 

Therefore , 1t the coil and condenser represented the 

entire capacitance and inductance or the circuit, the 

above relationship would hold. Slnce other s~raJ 

oapao1tancea and inductances are present ln the o1rcu1t, 

1t should be possible to use the change ln capacitance 

on inserting the sample as an indication ot changes 

ot permeab111ty. · 

The apparatus used tor the determination was 

a heterod7ne-beat dlelectrlc-constant apparatus (16,pp. 

•94-'1) kindly furnished by Dr. J. ,(J. Declue . In this 

apparatus, the frequency of a variable frequency 

oscillat or ls balanced with that ot a crystal-controlled 

tixed trequenc1 oscillator, balance being as close as one 

cycle per second under optimum conditions. 

In order to use tne apparatus tor permeab111t7 

meaaurements, the internal co11 ot the variable trequenc1 

oscillator must be replaced by a coil whlch could be 
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thermostated 1n the bath and which could contain the 

sample, A coil was conatruoted as shown ln Figure 2. 

The coil was constructed ot 500 ~urns ot Ho. 

25 gage double silk eovered w1re wound on a seetlon ot 

glaaa tubing 13 mm. in diameter with the coil t1Ye em. 

in length, three layers, being required tor the c il. 

This coil was placed 1n a cylindrical copper shield 

two om. in diameter and seven em. long, the coil being 

centered 1n the shield with luo1te apacera. Connection 

to the oscillator was made with type RGS/U coaxial cable. 

Klneral o11 was added to both the copper ahield oan and 

the glaes aheath to 1mproYe thermal equ111br1wa. 

The 1nduotanoe ot the oo11. accorcU.ng 'to ~he 

formula ot Hunwell (28,pp.436-'1) was about 300 m1cro.

henr1ea, closely approximating the inductance uaed 

1nternallf when the apparatus waa used tor dielectric 

measure•eni•. 

The exaggerated long a11m shape or the coil 

was made ao as to better tit a sample o~ the allo1 to 

be tested. The aaaple waa contained in a 'teat tube 

one em. b7 aeYen em. !he volume or alloy oontaineq in 'the 

teet tube vaa about three ml. 

The variable rrequenc1 oscillator circuit was 

tuned w1th a General Radio precision type 1500 t.ll1cro

http:accorcU.ng
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microfarad condenser, connected to the oscillator unit 

with coaxial cable. 

Determinations or the magnetic behavior or 

the s mples was made by tilling the test tube sample 

holder with the alloy and obtaining the condenser 

readings corresponding to heterod7ne null with the sample 

inserted in the coil nd removed from the coil. This 

procedure or finding the actual change or capacitance 

necessary to balance the change in the permeability or 

the medium enclosed vas neoesaar7 to correct tor ambient 

temperature erteota on the inductance or the coil; these 

e.tteots were or consequence. The capac1tanee to tune the 

empty coil at 250 C. is about 2 1/2~ more than that 

required to tune the empty coil at 50° C. 

o at~empt was made to eliminate a possible 

error due to ditrerences in packing or the lamplea. Th1a 

would not etreot the aharpne.as or the changes at the 

magnetic tranarormation temperature but would only errect 

the aagn1tude or the cnanges. 

For the s~e rea_son, absolute calibration was 

not attempted. The magnitude ot the permeability or the 

samples is told, however, bJ the change 1n capacitance 

tor p_owdered nickel produced by the carbODJl process. 

The change in _capacitanoe tor the nickel powder varied 

http:aharpne.as
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.trom 115 to 254 ~/- t., depending on the particle size. 

A 29$ solution ot C.P. N1Cl2, with a molar suaceptib111ty 

ot 4433 x 10-6 C.G.S units (45,p.29) gave a value tor 

A C ot 1.3~.,.A t. The data ot Figurea 3 through 9 show 

that the· permeability ot the alloys approaches that or 

nickel. 

The apparatus was round to be Yery sensitive 

and reproducible. Readings tor change or capacitance 

are believed accurate to better than o.~/t. 

Theraoelectr1c fo_tent1jl: The thermoelectric 

potential or MnAs alloy was first studied by Bates. {5). 

In hie investigation, rods or the manganese arsenide 
. 

alloy were cast and the potential was measured between 

the two ends ot the rods kept in thermostats with a 

temperature difference ot 2° c. between the two ends. 

The rods s east had a resistance ot but a traction of 

an ohm and the potential was measured by the deflection 

ot a galvanometer connected between the two ends or the 

alloy Junction. The Junction was MnAs alloy•copper. 

The method or Bates has the rather aerioua 

disadvantage 1n that the alloys break down s they are 

heated to ·elting tor the casting process; the alloys 

tend to become unstable with regard to arsenic (or 

phosphorus) at temperat~es exceeding about 400° a. 
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It was. therefore decided to see if satistaetor)' 

alloy Junctions could not be prepared by pressing the 

alloys to form compacted rods . 

The Junctions were made by adding the alloy to 

a glass tube or three mm . inside diameter and 16-20 em. 

long. The alloy was tamped 1n place ani then firmly 

compacted by hammering with a close-fitting ~ss rod . 

The tamping and dr1•ing process was ~ peated with each 

small addition of the alloy, thus building up a firm, 

though brittle rod. Copper wire le da were compacted into 

the alloy at each end or the rods. The copper leads and 

alloy were kept tightly in place w1 th woode-n plugs . 'l'he 

reaistanoe or the rods varied trom about 10 to 100 megohms . 

Since the resistance ot the rods is ao high, 

neither a conventional microvoltmeter nor a potentiometer 

was sufficiently sensitive to measure· the potential of 

the thermal Junctions. Because or the very high 

resistance or the rods, the use or a vacuum-tube micro

voltmeter vas suggested . 

One ot the moat sensitive and stable typee ot 

Yacuum-tube voltmeters is the WJ1U1- W1111ams bridge t.ype . 

The Yersion used by Burr, Lane and Nlms (14,pp .~6-?4) had, 

ror example, an 1npQt 1mpedence up to 100 megohms with a 

sensitivity of about three microvolts. Such a circuit 
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would. be satisfactory tor the measureme-nt ot the potential 

or tbe alloy thermals . 

A stable, sensitive .vacuum- tube m1111voltmeter 

had been. constructed by le1lholtz (32.pp .40-43.440). 

'l'his instrument had a sensitivity or 0 .3 millivolt with 

~n input impedance ot 10 aegohms. Since the galvanometer 

used 1n the Ul1111voltmeter was a panel-type 0- 100 micro

ammeter, the sens1tiTity could be improved by simply using 

a more s.ens.1. t1ve galvanometer. fbe instrument was used 

b;- au.bst1tut1ng 120 m gobms resistance for the input 

resistance R- 4 ot figure 11 (32,,p..~4c): and by using a 

Leeda and MorthrUp type P wall-type galvanometer tor 

the galvanometer of the circu1t . When used 1n this manner 

the scale was expanded to sutttcient sensitivity :tor the 

measurements desired. 

The instrument was cal.lbrated against a 

chromel•alumel thermoc9uple whiCh could be measured with 

a Leeds and Northrup trJ;>e 1- 1 potentiometer . .. The 

.calibration value was 37 ,u . detl•ii)tion per m1ll1volt at 

one meter ., with the galvanometer used. 

The cold Junction was maintained at the lee 

point fer these readings. . The procedure dittered from 

that ot Bate~ in that the temperature of but one or the 

Junctions was varied while the ether J.:unct1on was main• 
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taiaed 1n a constant etate. 

A positive potential was indicated when the cold 

Junction was connected to th positive terminal or the 

microvolt eter and the hot or variable temperature 

Junction was connected to the negative terminal. 

Toer~esA1fiD1Q P9ttnt1a+: eas\U'ements of 

the potential or the cell 

a ( 2), Pt 

were ade by Batea (4) using an "H• tJpe cell with the 

manganese-arsenic lloy covering a plat~num wire contact 

tip. 

Arrivaut (2), in an earlier work, easured the 

potentials developed between ·a number of manganese-arsen

ic cast rods and a pure manganese electrode; the electro

lyte was normal manganese sulfate solution. 

The method or Bates does not seem to assure 

good electrical contact; the method of Arr1vaut. in 

casting the rods, must. result in some decomposition of 

the a plea. Pelleting buttons of the allo7s around 

copper wire contacts should make electrodes without the 

objections made above, and a cell similar to the one of 

Bates could be used. 

Buttons or the alloy about five mm. 1n diam

eter and five mm. thick were made in a modified pel

let press. The but.tons were compacted onto copper 

Pt, MnAs (Tl) 
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w1;re eleotr1cal leads. 

The electrolysis cell was an exaggerated •a• 
type, with legs about 25 mm. by 15 em. and the connecting 

leg 15 mm. by 18 em .. and with a stopcock for 1"1111ng the 

cell 1n the cennectlng leg. The electrode were cemented 

1nto glass tube arul iaserted 1n the legs of the cell by 

standard taper Joints. 

The electrolyte use.d in the cell was 0 .l molar 

1n manganous chloride and Q.025 molar in .bydrochloric 

acid, About 100 ml. or electrolyte solution was required 

to fill the cell. 

The constant temperature Junet1Qn of the cell 

was maintained at 0° C. by an 1oe-water mixture. 

Potential measurements ot the cells were 

measured witn a Leeds and Northrup type K-1 potentiometer. 

Positive readings or potential were indicated when the 

oold Junction was cotltleO.ted to the positive terminal ot 

the potentiometer and the hot Junction was connected tQ 

the negat1!e terminal. 

i!SSttted Imp ovements 1n the,Apparatus: 11" a 

greater temperat.ure sen•1t1v1ty ot the thermometer 1s 

desl.rec:l, the use or thermistors as the temperature 

sensitive unit should give: a sensitivity about ten times 

as great as now obtained with copper or w1 th platinum. 
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The upper temperature limits now given tor therm1at_ora. 

however, is about 300° 0. (19~pp.S4-90) and so m1gh\ 

not be suitable tor use in studying manganese-ant1mon;v 

or manganeee-bismuth systems or others having thermal 

changes at about 3000 c. 
Improvement in temperature control. it 

needed, could be had by adding voltage ampl1t1oation 1n 

an additional stage or by using a heat regulating load 

circuit. The phase shifting thyratron circuit or 

Benedict (10) 1s an example of o1rcu1t where propor

tional heat control, rather than a simple on-ott heater._ 

1s used. 

Meas'Qrements ot the thermoelectric Junctions 

could be improved. bf :; torming lower resistance thermal 

elements. The process ot powder metallurgy suggests 

that moderate temperature. below the decomposition 

temperature of the alloy, together w1 th exerted pressure 

.may form units ot a moderate rea-izt:~J;:~. More r~t1ned 

methods of measure ent at moderate resistances might 

yield more stable readings than obtained with the 

present instrument and may show trends not apparent w1 tb 

the metbod employed. 

An oil with extremely low vapo~ pressure and 
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and low viscosity, such aa the phthalate eater oils 

used in diffusion pumps, should make an ideal dilatoaete~ 

fluid, but the cements and greases tried. would not hold 

the n-dibut7l phthalate. A better cement and oil 

combination might be obtained, since the mineral oil 1a 

rather Yiaoous and does not drain as rapidlJ as might be 

desired 1n the d1latometer. A dilatometer conatructed 

wit~ precision bore tubing would also reduce the 

corrections due to irregularities of the capillary. The 

general character ot the dilatometer is good, but no 

containing oil has been found that would allow the use 

ot a dilatoaeter of this type with the manganese

antimony or manganese-bismuth systems. The silicone 

oils, especially General Electric 9981LTNV-70ot, otters 

hope of providing a containing liquid ~th a aat1s

tactor1ly low vapor pressure to be used in the study or 

alloys trom 250 to 3750 C. 

The thermogalvan1c etfect does not offer too 

muc~ hope ot giving reproducible or reversible potentials 

unless a scheme is evolved tor measurement of the mangan

ese electrode which would be applicable to these measure

ments. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ESULTS 

Introduction: . The usual procedure for the runs 

to follow vaa to make all determinations with a given 

alloy s1multaneoualJ. The caees where that bas not been 

the caae are given. 

The rate of temperature rise was regulated by 

the rate of cbange of the reaction. t is, the 

temperature was not raised or lowered until equilibrium 

values for the determinations at the temperature were 

reached. Readings were usually taken every 15-20 

minutes, and three to four sets of readings identical 

to within experimental error w~re required for equilib

rium conditions. In some eases, equilibrium was 

reached 1n an hour, in one case as long as four days was 

required. In general,. equilibrium was reached uch 

taster at a temper~ture removed from the agnatic trans

formation region·.All.so, equilibrium ot the manganese 

phoaph1des was much taster than for the arsenides. 

The tast runs were conducted by applying 

a heating (or cooling) source sufficient to pass 

through the range ot temperatures desired in a period 

of about tour hours. Readings were then taken abo t 

ever7 ten minutes, with readings at tive minute intervale 

in the magnetic transformation region. 

http:region�.All.so
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Preparation or the samples tor tba particular 

meas~ements are described previously under the heading 

ot the meaeurement made . 

Continuous readings we~e taken during about 

18 houra each day; in general readings were not taken 

tor a si-x-hour per1od each night. 

Maagantst-PhQsRhorvs Allo:vs; · Results or the 

analyses or the alloys used are given in fable 5 (page 39). 

The results obtained with the alloy richest 

in manganese, ot composition Mn!P• 1:0.89• are given 

by figure 3. 

The slow run tor this alloy vas conducted 

during a period or 124 hoUl"s. the tast run required 

7 l/2 hours tor completion. 

The magnitude or the permeability differences 

is considerably reduced because or the tact that 1nsut

tio1ent alloy was avai~able ror the determination; the 

sample tube was only one-third tilled. 

The permeability curve for both fast and 

slow heating and cooling cycles seems to follow the 

same curve indicating the absence of temperature hYs
teresis. At about 16.8° C. the susceptibility begins 

to decrease, and the point or 1nflect1on, which would 
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be the point or greatest change or magnetic properties 

is seen at 18.1° C. 

Thermal expans1on1 as giYen by the dilatometer 

results,. shows, with slow heating a very det1nite point 

ot intlect1on at 17.9° 0. On oooling the same sample, 

the density ot the sample was seen to break, discontin

uously or nearly so, increasing by about 0.003 g./ml. 

at 17.9° C. The temperatures or the magnetic tranator

mat1on were the same, as nearly as could be detected, tor 

both the heating and cooling cycle. When the samples 

were heated and cooled more rapidly in the 7 1/2 hour 

heating and cooling cycle immediately following the 

slower experiment, the resulta obtained were quite 

aimilar to thoae or the slower determination. The 

density remained sensibly constant, upon heating, until 

a temperature ot 18.oo 0. waa reached and then the 

density started to 1ncr·ease. Upon cooling, the reverae 

proceaa was noted. The density increased up to a 

temperature or 18.0° c. at which it remained nearly 

constant, tbough decreasing slightly. 

Two particular factors in the ~aster run 

should be noted. One is that the density curves cross 

above the transition point. Since about t vo hours and 

rorty-tive minutes elapsed between the heating cycle and 
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the cooling cycle, the effect may well be one ot non

equilibrium in the alloys. The scattering of the 

points may also be due to this same effect. The second 

point of note is that the magnitudes ot the changes at 

the transitions are somewhat diminished trom that of the 

slower determinations. 

The thermal expansion slow runs show that the 

density increases on heating and also increases on 

cooling. This anomalous result may possibly be explained 

by the tact that the readings at the transition temper

ature were •·lower and the longer time resulted in a 

larger loss due to evaporation. This tends to over

ride the volume change. That is, a small volume change 

1n the opposite direction from the cooling cycle 

increase in density may haYe impressed upon it an evaP

oration loss effect whioh overcomes the density decrease 

and shows an apparent volume increase. This could also 

account tor the density values not being the same at the 

start and end ot the run. 

The thermoelectric potential produced by the 

alloys is indeed an unusual curve. Slow heating of 

the alloy produced a large increa e in the neighborhood 

ot 150 C., w1 th a smaller bump at about 18.2° C. The 

increase at 18.2° c. also resulted in a change in the 
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base value ot the potential ; that is, the potential .. 

before and atter the 18° ~ncrease change• by about 

0.5 millivolts. This vas not the case tor the pe~ at 

15° C~ 0 on cooling the sample slowly, a peak at 

about 20.&° C. followed by a sharp dip at 19.8° C~ was 

the most prOJJlinent taetor observed, A Yery flat rise 

reachins 1 tc maximum at 18~0° 1s observable. The 

readings ~ the neighborhood of 180 C. are quite steady 

and do not fluctuate as much a' a given temperature as 

a.o some to be mentioned later, 'fhe results ot the fast 

heating and cooling runs do not seem to show any 

significant trends., though the. taat heating run has one 

point at 18~2° C~ which dipped sharply. The authenticity 

ot a dip at this point is not known, though, since the 

points immediately preceeding and ro~lowing the point 

at 18.27° C, and separated trom them by only five 

minutes did not show any deflection. All Yalues or the 

thermoelectric potential and the increases are in the 

positive direction~ 

ThermogalTanie potential measurements were 

not made with this alloy~ 

In figure 4 are shown the reaulta obtained 

with an ~lloy with a composition nearly that c~responding 

to MnP. 
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The permeability determination again showed 

the results of a slow run (295! hours) and a . fast run 

(in which the sample was heated from 10° C. to 22° C. 

in four hours and cooled in five hours) followed each 

other very closely. The only particular trend difference 

no.ted was that the cooling cycle values below the trans

ition temperature are 1n general somewhat greater than 

for the heating cycle, but this may well be due to 

packing of the powdered sample. 

As can be noted from . the graph, the values 

of the relative permeability started to change sharply 

at a temperature of 17.9° C. T~e results from a te per

ature of 17.6 to 18.7> c~ were very sensitive to temper

ature differences and fluctuated quite markedly . At a 

te perature of 17.59° and 17.91° c., the behavior 

noted was tor the change in capacitance to dip and rise, . 

as the example shown in the table. 

fable 8 

Flugtuati2ns .2!: ~ .u A Fungtion 9L IW. 

Date 3-14-50 Temp • . 17 • 59° c. 
Time ~ c, _,M)'f. 

5:20 P . M. 
5:40 
5:55 
8:20 
8:40 

93.36 
92 .82 
91.80 
94.80 
94.80 
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a a temperature of 180 as reached, the readings became 

even ore sensitive to temperature change and a change 

of t emperature of as little a 0.01° c. could reverse 

the drift in values of the change of capacitance. That 

is, if the value or A C is decreasing, an increase or 

temperature of O.Oi0 could increase the value of t:t. C. 

The value of the density changed quite e1gnit

1cantly at the temperature of 17.9° c. too. In the range 

17.91° to 18.43° C, the density decreased from 4.922 to 

4.859, at which v alue it remained about constant. Upon 

coolin the same sample, the density value .very slightly 

increased. The aetuel values of the density decreased 

from 4.857 at 18.90° to ••828 at 17.~7° c~, but the 

extrapolation of the smooth lines above and below 18° C. 

indic~ted a slig~t increase in density in going from 

above 18° to below leO c. The break was not nearly as · 

pronounced as with t he heating cycle. No fast determinat

ion of the volume expansion was made. 

Slow determi nation of t he thermoelectric 

potential revealed a slight rise of the value at 18° c. 

with a correaponding dip in the value on the cooling curve. 
0 .

A bump at 15.4 c. on the heating cu rve and 20.4° on the 

cooling curve is al so sho 1n. No trend or change of any 

type was shown with the same samples ith a faster heating 
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. "") • .. 

and cooling cycle . It should be noted that most ot the 

values of the thermoelectri·c potential are negative_ 

whereas the preceeding run had positive values of 

potential. The break 1n potential noted was in· ths pos

itive direction, however# as was the result of tigur' 3 . 

The result with a sample richer in phoaphorua 

content, having a ratio of 1 .3 phosphorus atoms per man

ganese atom is next shown in figure 5 . This was the tlrst 

sample determined by the d1latometr1o method . The perm

eability determinations and thermoelect~ic potential . 

~ere measured in a separate experiment. The slow run 

of permeability and ther oelectric potential were made 

concurrently tilth the aample ·or .figure 6, and required 

198 hours. The fast run were made in nine hours . 

The slow determlnat~on of thermal expansion and thermo

· galvanic potential requ1red 36 hours . 

The relative permeability result ••• not 

as ebarp sa that tor the alloy MnP, though the result ot 

slow and fast determinations ot permeability talls 

on the aame line. The magnitude of the magnetic ettect 

1s not as great as with th alloy MnP; the difference 1n 

magnitude between the s ple or t1gure 4 and or figure 5 
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is too great to be due s i mply to differences 1n packing 

of the sample. The maximum change or slope of the perm

eability curve lies at 18. 3° C, though the decrease of 

magnetic effect !s first noted abou t 16. 8° c. 

The thermal expansion determination was made 

as the first determination on a manganese phosphide 

alloy and hence is not aa well mapped as some succeeding 

ones . Howe er, definite breaks in the density at 18<? C. 

are noted. Extrapolation of points aboYe and below the 

transformation point would ind icate that the heating 

cycle change in dens1 ty is fr·om 4 . 20 to 4 . 2'7 g . /ml . and 

from 4 . 28 to 4 . 25 ! •/ml . on the cooling eyele. The 

determination was made fairly rapidly ( 36 hours.); no 

fast·er determination was made. 

The thermoelectric potential determinations 

indicates a small bump in the positive direction at 

18. 1° c . followed by a much l81'ger rise beginning at 

19°. Upon ·cooling the sample. the trend is quite 

indefinite at 18°, thougb a fairly sharp change of 

inflection occurs at 1'7. 2° c. The cooling run of the 

fast. determination show s n-e breaks at all, though the 

fast heating cycle dip s and rises to a maximum with a 

point of inflection at 17.6° C. Of more aignifi cenee 
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than the alight rise 1n 1;lle slow heating ourve 1a the 

tact 'Ulat at a temperature ln the ~eglon ot 18° c. the 

values would be rather aporad.lc and unateaa, as compared 

wtth reading• at other temperatures. In general, however, 

the thermoelectric potential would rise to a more poait1 • 

value and the.n decrease, the temporary rlae amounting to 

about tbree ra1111volts at 1'1.9° c. 
A rather large thermogalvanio potential waa 

noted, though the asymmetry potential is quite large 

toJO this .alloy c 11. 'lhe heating ourveahowa a point 

or 1ntleet1on at about 18.2° c., with a break in the 

opposite direction oocuring ln the oool1ng cJcle at 

about 20.4:° C. The opposite cU.rectlons or the galvanic 

potential breaks indicate the extreme irreversibility 

ot the reaction. 

The aaaple r1eheat 1n phosphorus, with 1.4 

phoephorue atoms per manganese, 1s next shown. 

The result or this experiment ls shown 1n 

figure 6. The slow run occupied 198 hours, while the 

tast run. was conducted ln 9 hours. 

As with the previous experiments, the 

permea~111ty det•rminations tor both the tast and slow 

runs followed the same curve. The magnitude of the 

http:aporad.lc
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permeability capacitance difference is less than with 

either the alloy sho'fla in figures 4 or 5. The permea

bility starts to decrease at a temp erature . of 16.8° c. 
and the point of 1nflect.1on of the ·curve appears at 

18.2° c. 

Several attempts were made to run the thermal 

expansion or this alloy,. but ·all efforts were unsuccess

ful. The alloy would deeoapose with the evolution of gas, 

apparently phosphine, at room temperature, and hence the 

bubble formation in the dilatometer would allow no 

r .easonable. values for the dens! ty of the samples. The 

unatab~e nature of the alloy would have no apparent 

effect on other measurements. 

The results shown.by the thermoelectric 

potential determinations is that when the alloy junction 

is s lowly heated a sharp rise towards a more positive 

value occurs at about 15.2° c. and, after being 

sensibly constant until 18.20 c., started to rise slight

ly. The se.me junction. upon being slowly cooled dipped 

slightly at about 18.6° and sharply to a distinct 

minimum at 1'7.2° C. 

More rapid heating of the thermal junctions 

http:shown.by
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indicated only an 1na~ab111~7 la the reston 15° to 

19° c•• ao ~enda were apparent. raat cooling ahowa 

a alight dip, perbapa aot aipitican~, at about 170 c. 
Theraoga1Yan1c aot1on ot the cell uaed abowa 

a max1aWil at .about· 18° w1 th ~e cooling CJOle, dipping 
. 0 . 

to a ain1mUJI at 16.8 0. file heating curYe U1ow1 a 

taint 111n1aWil at about 16.4° and an lncliatinot 

aaximua at about 18.6° c. 
It ahould be pointed out that the theraogal

vanio cell read1nga obtained with all aamplee drifted 

considerably. Readings were almost never 04nstant to 

a millivolt, but varied quite continuousl.7 in a scat

tered aaanner. 

The reaulta or the manganese phosphide runs 

o&D be aummarized in the following statements: 

1. The aagnet1o tranatormation occurs at 18 ..1 

± 0.2° c. and oooura without temperature 

bysterea1a. Reaulta tor tast and alov. 

heatinga coincide. 

1i. !be pel"'leabil1ty break 1s both sharper and ot 

greater magnitude with the alloy having 

coapoaition approaching KnP. The perme

ability magnitude decrease& aa the ratio 

ot composition goes trom 1:1. 
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iii. The Yolume of the sample, as evidenced by the 

density, changes definitely at a temperature 

the same as that for the magnetic transfor

mation. All or the density changes were not 

in the same direction, howeYer. 

iY. The thermoelectric action with slow runs 

generally shows an instability at the magnetic 

transformation thou h peaks on the curve are 

generally quenched . Fast determinations of 

the thermoelectric potenti al enerally sho 

no trend. 

Y. The thermogalvanio action of the alloy goes 

through rather indefinite changes which are 

difficult to correlate. 

Manganese-Arsenic Alloys: Analyses for all 

manganese-ars nnic alloys used are given in table s. 
(page 39) .• 

The results for the manganese-arsenic alloy 

richest in manganese are shown in figure ?. 

The heating and cooling cycle for this sub

stance occupied a period of 380 hours; one of the most 

noticeable items with the ar•enic alloys is the slowness 

with which transitions occur. No fast runs were made 
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ith the arsenic alloys, with the exception of the 

volume determi nation cit ed in figure 9. 

The permeability determination shows a 

capacitence difference of the same order as that for 

the phosphides. A more interest i ng feature, perhaps, 

is the existance of two separate breaks in the curYe. 

At a temperature of 39.2°, the permeability drop~ed 

sharply From 43° . to 45° c. the capacitance difference 

again drop~ed, though not as sharply as the previous 

jump and of much less magnitude. The point of 

inflection was 44.5° c. The cooling cycle indicated 

that the small break in permeability occurred on 

cooling ~t 35.5° c., and was slightly larger than the 

break downward on the heating eyele. The temperature 

hysteresis of about 9° c. was then evident with the 

small break. At a temperature of 31.2° c., the 

capacitance difference started to increase gradually 

and at 18° c., had about reached the value shown by 

t he sample initially. The hysteresis from the sharp 

transition on heating to the beginning of the more 

gradual transition on cooling was 80 c. 

The graph showing the results of the thermal 

expansion of the alloy indicates two changes of in

flection upon heating the sample. The first occurred 
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at 38° and the second sharp change of s lope occurred at 

40. 6° c. When the sample was cooled, the breaks in the 

thermal expansion our~e become much less pronounced. 

The first break in t he cooling curve appears at 39° 

and the second a t 36 . 3° c. '!hese value s would indicate 

hy steresis of 1 . 7° and 1 . 6° c. respectively, for the 

two transitions . It is to be noted that the 

transit i ons do not appear at t he s ame tem eratures , 

either 1th the he at i ng or cooling cy cle, as t he 

p~rmeability changes . 

Also of note is the fact that the density 

value of the sample after heating does not return to 

the value found before the transition, but remains 

s ensibly constant as the t emperature is decreased . 

hen the sample was heated, the thermo

electric power showed t wo sharp changes in curvature, 

corresponding quite closely with the changes of th~ 

permeabilit~ f unct ion curTa. The first break occurred 

at 38. 6° (permeabilit y 38°) and the second at 43. 1° 

(permeability 43.8° ) . Upon cooling the thermoelectric 

sample, the curve obtained i s not as well defined as 

as the heat ing cycle curve . ~he curve has several 

waves from about 45° to 35°, but the main points ot 
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inflection seem to be at 42° and 37°. These results 

would indicate a temperature hysteresis much ~aller 

than ·that appearing in the permeability determinations . 

The hysteresis results would be- respectively, 1.1° 

and 1.6° C. 

In figure 8 are shown the results obtained with 

an alloy of composition approximately MnAs . 

The heating and cooling cycle for this deter

mination took a total or 29 days; the total time 

elapsed was 694 hours. Thi s illustrates the extremely 

slow action observed with some of the alloys studied. 

The permeability values started to drop at 

4~ and reached a point of inflection at 47 . 4° 0 . 

Upon cooling the sample, capacity difference increased 

slightly at 37 . ~ 0 and started to climb up to the 

starting value at about 31°. At zero degrees the 

permeability had not reached the original value, and 

by extrapolation of the converging curves would not 

reach the starting value until about - 25°C . 

The thermal· expansion results as s~own in 

the graph of figure 8 show one of the sharpest and 

bestdefined breaks obtained in this investigation. 

The volume level in the dilatometer changed contin

uously over a period of 114 1/2 hours. Some of the 
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values of the oil level in t he di~atometer are given in 

Table 9, to illustrate this slow transition. The density 

increased from ~ .354 at 37.98° to 4.411 at 38.52°. The 

permeabilit y results remained very constant during the 

volume transition. Further heating of the sample 

reveals very small a parent break ~ in the curves at 

about 43° and 47°. These small lnf~ections agree pretty 

ell with the beginning and end ot the permeability 

decrease. 

Upon cooling the sample, no sharp break is 

shown, though changes of inflection are shown at 43° 

and 47°, in agreement with small changes during the 

heating cycle . A third point of inflection occurs 

at the same te er ature (38.5° C.) as the large change 

on heatin • The final and initial densities .agree 

qui te ell, indicating a complete volume expansion 

and contraction proces • 

The thermoelectric potential of the junction 

on the cooling curve rose to maximum at 40.6° and 

•3.8° c. Maxima tor the heating curve occur at •1.0° 

and 4.4. T' C. The curve is rather irregular, _though the 

readings at particular temperature do not fluctuate 

very much . Unstable fluctuations finally settling down 
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Table 9 

Slow Transit1on of Volume for MnAa 

Date Time Temperature, oc. 011 Level em. 

2-8 2:50 P. J . 38.:57 41.72 
7:30 P . M. 38,52 41.50 
8:50 P . M. 38.52 4l.46 

10.35 P ~ M . 38.52 41.19 
2-9 6:50 A;M. 38.54 40.44 

7:55 A. M. 38.52 40.40 
8 :35 A.M . 38.52 40.20 

10:25 P . M. 38. 52 39.31 
2-10 7:30 A. M. 38.52 38.52 

12:00 Noon 38.54 38.82 
2-11 11:55 P . M. 38.52 38.18 
2-12 12:50 P. M. 38.54 37.97 

4:10 p . M. 38.52 37.70 
7 ;.10 P. M. 38.52 37.51 

2-13 6:55 A. M. 38. 52 37.05 
8:20 A. M. 38.52 37.06 
9:35 A. M. 38.• 52 37.05 
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to a mean value (such as was noted with some manganese 

phosphide samples) were observed at 47° c., the temper

ature of tbe point of inflection of the magnetic effect. 

The thermogalvan1c potential shows a break in 

potential at about 31° and a point of inflection at 

370 c. There is no deflection at the magnetic trans

formation point at 47° C. on the heating cycle. The 

cooling cy cle reveals a dip at 43.5°, corresponding 

with the thermoelectric potential eak on the cooling 

curve. The cooling curve also shows a break at 38° 

which corresponds quite nicely with the sharp inerease 

of the heating curve for the thermal expansion of the 

alloy. It must be mentioned though, that the breaks 

in the galvanic potential curves are so irregular that 

correlation with other effects is rather unsure. 

The curve for the alloy richest in arsenic 

is shown in Figure 9. 

The first run of the t hermal ex ansion was 

qu ite rapid, 32 hours being required for t h e determination. 

The slower run of thermal expansion required 110 1/2 

hours. The p ermeability determi nation and thermo

electric potential were separately determined in a 

run lasting 380 hours. The thermogalvanic potential 
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was separately determined in an experiment lasting 

98 1/2 hourl!l. 

Permeability determinations are shown tor 

two samples~ run at the same time. One is a virgin 

sample, which has passed through the magnetic trans

formation temperature only during the preparation 

of the sample . The heating and coolin of this 

sample is designated as cycle 1. Only a small portion 

of this sample was available, so that the s~le tube 

was but one-third filled . The other sample designated 

cycle 3, has been heated and cooled, passing through 

the Curie point region twice previously. 

The heating cycle of the virgin sample reveals 

downward deflections of the ca~acity differ ence at 

39.2° and 44 .7°. The third cycle heating curve show ~ 

breaks in the permeability occuring at precisely the 

same temperatures. Upon cooling the samples, the 

virgin allo broke upward slightly at 35.3° and n 

additional upward break was noted at 30.7o c. The 

cooling cycle for the cycle three alloy did not increase 

at e xactly the same temperature as the cycle one alloy 

though. ~he more prominent upward sweep of permeability 

occurs at 33° with a smaller break at 28° c. 
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For cycle one, the temperature hysteresis for 

the two magnetic breaks amounts ·to 9.4° and 8.5° c. 

With the cycle three sample, the hysteresi s was about 

12° and 11° c. fo.r the magnetic transf'orme.tions. 

The thermal expansion results as shown: by the 

graph ind i cate that the change of slope reaches a max

imum at about 38° c. for the heating cycle of the fast 

run, and 53° c. for the cooling cycle. 

'fhe slower de·termination of the thermal 

expansion indicates two points of inflection. A break 

is observed at 37. '7° followed by a small jump at 40.2° C.. 

Upon cooling the same sample~ 38.0° c. and 35.4° c. 
appear to be the temperatures for the transformations. 

Hysteresis vs.lues .of 2. 20 and 2 ., 3° c. are thus indicated 

for the alloy when the cooling was slowly carried out. 

The thermoelectric potential for the heating 

cycle shows definite points of inflection at 38.7° and 

43.2° C. The cooling curve for the same sample shows 

inflections at 41.2° tmd 37.2° c. Hysteresis of 2.0° 

and 1.5° c. is thus indicated. 

The thermogalve.nle action shows dips in the 

heating curve, the maximum change of slope occurring 

at 38°, with a corresponding rise showing at 38.50 c. 
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The th.ermogalvan1c potentials given by this experrunent 

form the clearest curve given by this efrect • . 

The results of the e xperiments with manganese

arsenic al loys can b e summari zed in t he following manner: 

1 . The magnet ic transformation is not simple but 

occurs with two breaks in all except the MnAs 

sample . The heating cycle of a virgin alloy 

a-ample and a sample passed through the 

magnetic transformation t wice agrees very well ; 

the cooling cycle of the samp le pa.s s ing 

through the magnet ic transformation for the 

t hird time was at -a sli..ght ly lower .temp e]'ature 

than the sample heated t hrough the Curie 

region for the first ,time . . Temperature 

hysteresis was observed for all samples , the 
0thermal lag varying from 8 . 5 C. up -to more 

than 20° c. 
i1. The magnitude of the capacitance difference was 

nearly ·eonstant with the three samples . 

111 . The volume of the samples , e.s evidenced by 

the density changes exhibits fluctuations 

similar to those of the phosph1des wi t h t he 

exception that the density changes of inflee

t1on or breaks occur only approximately at 
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the magnetic transformation temperature; the 

temperature difference betwe en the magnetic 

and density transition may be as great as 

sevaral degrees. 

iv. Thermoelectric potential changes quite 

sharply at transition temperatures closely 

approximating the magnetic transformation 

temperature. In general , the thermoelectric 

instability observed with t he hosphides 

was not to be noted with the arsenides. 

v . Thermogalvanic potentials exhibit changes in 

the region of the transformation points# 

though difficult to interpret because of 

their extreme irreversibility. 
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DISCUSSIOR 

Qompound Format1opi The results of the 

permeab111t7 changes tor the manganese phosphorus alloys 

(Figures 3, 4, 6 and 6) show that the changes or permeab11

it7 become much sharper aa the manganese-phosphorus ratio 

approaches one. The magnitude or the permeab111tJ etrect 

also approaches a maximum at this point. This would seem 

to provide evidence that in the range or materials studied 

the ferromagnetism was due to the compound of empirical 

ratio MnP, and that the behavior noted with the aamples or 

ratio greater or less than one phosphorus atom per mangan

ese atom vas due to MnP diluted with phosphorus or mangan

ese, reapectivelJ. It is eYldent that the addition of a 

diluent would tend to decrease the noted. erteot in 

measuring the relat1Ye permeability . 

The view that the behavior observed is due to 

the compound of ratio MnP is given support in a discussion 

by Nowotn7 (39, pp . 256-9). Be shows that tor a given 

Curle temperature, a particular value or the Slater 

critical ratio (interatomic distance/radius or energy 

shell) is indicated. Then since the Curie temperature 

remains constant with composition, the critical ratio 

essent1all7 must not be disturbed and the excess manganese 

or phosphorus over that required tor the compound tormation 

i .s merely tilling holes in the lattice. That 1·&, the 

critical ratio remains constant, because it 1s due to a 
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particular bo\ ndlng of electrons between the atoms involT

ed 1n tche compound an4 all excess materials are effectively, 

inert. 

When it is pointed out that the compound to ed 

has an empirical ratio bP (or MnAe) •. a latt1e compound 

or ma.ero.m-olecule having one manganese a.tom per phosphorus 

atom 1s preswnecl present rather than the simple d.1atom1o 

molecule .. It was pointed out earlier (p. 29) that simple 

combination of trivalent mansanese a.nd phos horus in 

solu·tioncl.d not produce the 'masnet1c alloys . 

the results ot the magnetic transformations ot 

the manganese.arsen1c alloys 'Figures?. e. 9) are not 

as. simple as those t'or the phosphorus alloys . he tempera~ 

ture corresponding to the change or permeability is not 

as pla1nl1 the same for the allOJS ot diff'erent composi

tion ; some ot the curves have double breaks and very 

considerable :telJlperature hysteresis 1s shown by the 

meas\U"ements.. In addition the transitions are much 

slower than thos~ exhibited 'bJ the phosphorus alloJs . 

It 1s quite possible. that the multiple breaks 

in the curves are du-e to the tormat1on or mor'e than one 

compound•. that 1s, that the crystal 1s a .mixture ot two 

compound • 

the changes oecuring at about 44° c. are 

eom ..on to all three curYea. Sin.ce the transition is 
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most d1st1not .tor the alloy ot composition MD As , it 

is supposed due to compound tormat1on of that tor ula . 

~e compdund described by Figure 7 bas a 

prominent brea.lt at 390• follow d b7 a tamaller ohange 1n 

p~rme. ab1litr at 44° . It might be supposed that the 

38° change 1:8 due to compound l'ichezt 1n manganese, such 

as the 3As2 described by Arr1v>aut (2)., and by Shoen 

(44) . Shoen cla.ims Mn3As2 1s the most ferromagnetic or 
the manganes-e-arsenic allOfs . 

The eur•e tor the sample containing 1 .34 

arsenic atoms per manganese atom also has steps at 

38° and 44° . It we are to explaln tbe behavior as above , 

then we muat euppose a compound poorer in manganese and 

one richer ·· 1.n manganese than MnAa having a magnetic 

transformation. point at 380,. However, such beba.T1or is 

in disagreement with the results ·of Nowotny (39, pp. 256

9) .. Although he gives the same tranat'ormat1on tempe~a

ture tor MnP and MD#, the trans·1t1on tempezatures tor 

other series ot compounEls or .manganese and the -group V- A 

non -metals cUrter markedly. Appltcati.on of the charts 

given by owotny shows. tor example. that the ditter-enee 

betw-een the Our1e temperature or ~ · and HnN 1s about 

250° and about a 200° d1f.tereno 1n -transition temperaturea 

1.s ahown b7 Mn2Sb and llnSb . In general, tor the comb1nat1on 

between mangane-se and a .given group V-A element, the 

http:Appltcati.on
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richer the compound is in manganese, the lower the transi

tion temperature. 

From the consideration of the dat given by 

Nowotny (loc. cit.) we must uppose that th Curie temp

erature of 3.Aa2 would be at le at 1000 lower than that 

or KnAs, and the transition temperature for a compound 

such as 2Aa3 would be 100° or more gre ter than that 

of MnAe . This would th n suggest that the double changes 

1n the curves .or Figures 7 a~d 9 are not real but are 

due to non- qu111br1um values associ ted ith the slow 

changes or state 1nvo1Yed. It should be noted that 

the permeability changes of the samples shown 1n figures 

7 and 9 were run simultaneou ly, and eo the second transi

tion shown may be a continuation of the ti:rst change, 

equilibrium not being achie~d due to the slow changes 

involved. The t mperature range trom the beginning 

to the end of the transformation shown b7 Figure 8 agrees 

quite well with the range from the beginning of the first 

tr nsition to the end of the second magnetic transforma

tion region tor the samples of Figure 7 and 9. This 

explanation would point out quite clearly the extremely 

slow transformations shown by the m nganese•arsenic alloys, 

for the determinations or 1gures , and 9 required 380 

hours. The time trom the beginning of the first transition 

to the end of the second tranai~ion (35.63° to 44.730) 
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vas 41 hours during the he ting cycle, and 144 hours 

-(34 . 92° to 18 .120;) for the cooling cycle. 

Br comparison, the determination of Figure 8 

required 306 ·hoUl'e to traverse the range tram ~8.37° to 

47,37° with the heating cycle and 191 hours tor cooling 

from 36.9ao to o0 • 

Of particular interest is the fact t hat the 

beginning of trans1t1o--:a for the determinations of Figures 

7, 8, and 9 are at very nearly the same tempePature tor 

the heating and cooling cycles. It appears then that the 

extremely long times allowed tor the magnetic transforma

tions or the arsenic alloys wel'e not su:ff'ic1ent, tor the 

transitions are extremely slow. · 

A factor of importance in explaining the differ

ences ot behavior of the phosphorus and arsenic alloys 1a 

the magnetic energy. ortunat ly we have some evidence 

relating to this Y1ewpoint . Bat-es (3, pp .. 686-9) 

determined the pec1f1c heat- temperature curve for s 

and found a rather large peak in the curve at the magnetic 

transformation point . Be obtained a value of 1 . 79 

calories per gr tor the magn tio energy ot transforma

tion. Whitmore (54) similarly 1nvest1g ted the phosphide 

MnP and found a very &mall peak in the speo1f1c heat 

curve. Whitmore did not determine the absolute values 

of the speo1t1e heat and hence no estimate ot the energy 

of magnetization was made . However, 1 t is quite evident 
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fro his curve that the energy of magnetization tor the 

phosphide is uch smaller than tor the ara•nide, perhaps 

by as much as an order of magnitude . he specific heat 

determinations thus indicate a considerable difference 

in behavior . Bitter (12, pp . 14-22) develops a relation 

between agnetic energy and magn~tic hysteresis. Although 

the parallel between magnetic hysteresis and te perature 

hy teres1a baa not been developed, it seems evident fro 

comparison with other ferromagnetic materials that some 

parallel in behavior should be noted . 

In looking for the reason for the observed 

difference between the phosphide and arsenide, the 

differences 1n the atom size, electronegativity and the 

crystal structure must be eonsider•d . 

ccording to Pauling (41, p . 165) the di1'f• 

erence between the covalent radii of arsenic and phosphorus 

is quite s all . He gives the values P = 1 .10 
0 

• and 
0 

As • 1 . 21 A. I1' the difference in behavior is due to 

the atom size and hence to mobility of th~ atom in the 

crystal tor movements tor changing of bonding, etc ., the 

size must be extremely critical . Antimony with a 

covalent radius or 1 . 41 
0 

should then show a rather con

s1derable temperature hysteresis , and on the other hand 

nitrogen with a covalent radius of 0 . 70 should ahow 

extremely small thermal hysteresis. Unfortunately there 
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are no data on this po1nt. 

In a similar manner. the electronegat1v1ty· 

ot the elements is very close. Pauling (41, p.64) 

g1Yea values ot 2.1 for the phosphorus and 2.0 tor 

arsenic. 

The vldence upon tbe crystal structure ot the 

phosph1dea and arsenides or manganese is somewhat contused 

but does give some promise ot 6A~la1nlng some of the 

behavior noted. 

Gotttr1ed and Schlossberger (23, pp. 263-4) 

report a crystallographic investigation 1n'9'olv1ng the 

materials MnP and MnAa. The phosphide structure was 

determined by the X•ray powder patterns, the Laue photo

graph and the moving crystal photograph. From the results 

or the determinations, a rhombic pattern was assigned to 

the phosphide, very s1m11ar to the hexagonal liAs structure 

but dit:fer1ng from it in that zig-zag pattern or the 

elements is to be noted 1n the general picture. 

P7lk1ng reports that the powder photograph 

results tor the MnAf sample were •ralrly unsbarp 1 , . and that 

nAa tenda toward the BiAs h&xagonal type. 

A report ot the work or Ottedal (22, p. 765) 

with the substance ~•. shows a structure ot the hex

agonal N1Aa type. The ant~mon1de is also shown to be 

of th1s symmetry. Only powder photographs were used. 
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The crystal structure data then shows a 

s1gn1.f1eant difference between MnP and ·MnAs. The 

phosphide la elearlJ ot the rhombic y~~etry of the 

modified N1As structure having z1g:-zag chains o:t mangan

ese and phosphorus atoms 1 while "the arsenide .1a either 

borcier•line to this structure or of the hexagonal nickel 

arsenide type or symmetry. There may then be suff1cie.nt 

differences in the structure io account for the dift"er-

ences in the thermal hysteres.ts 1nvolvea. in terroma.gnet1c

paramagnet1c trans! tiona.• 

The behavior of the nitride alloys would provide 

further interesting data . Oshsent'eld (40, pp . 360-76) 

investigated some manganese-nitrogen alloys and found a 

transformation temperature of about 500° C. and a -cubic 

crystal structure for the nitrides. H1s allOTS were 

quite poor itl nitrogen.. Since this behavior is so d.itte.r

ent trom t-hat crt the phosphide, arsenide, eto . 1nterest.ing 

results may be obtained from them . Since the Slater 

eritical ratio is decreasing 1n going trom bismuth to 

phosphorus in group V-A, 1 t may well be that MnN 1s not 

ferromagnetic . 

Gu1llaUd (25) determined the powder pattern or 

MnAs at temperatures above and below that of the magnetic 

transition and confirmed the N1Ae tructure tor the 

arsenide as given by Ottendal. It is the observation or 

http:hysteres.ts
http:suff1cie.nt
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Gu1llaud that the arsenic- manganese distance becomes 

shorter by about 0.02 A. for th transition rrom rerro

magnet1sm to paramagnetism.. He ola1ms that the man

ganese- manganese distance remains constant during the 

transition. 

The explanation given by Guillaud is that a 

change in bondl.ng of' the m~ganeee and arsenic atoms 

e-eours . In going to the-paramagnetic state the 3d 

she U 1s more completely f'1lled and the magnetic moment 

ot the m nganese is reduced or eli.In1nated. Since Gu1ll

aud suggests the formation ot more or a covalent bond s 

the condition responsible_t ·ol'" paramagnetism, tp.en there 

should. be a corres_pQnd1ng change 1n. the the!'moelectrie 

action a . the magnetic ett"eet changes . G\111laud says 

th t since the manganese interatom1~ distance remains 

constant any change in ~e Slat.er eritical distance 

ratio must be due to a change in the radius of the 

energy shell . 

owotny (39, p. 257) has calculated the Slater 

or1t1cal ratio t or the phosphide nd arsenide and g1ves 

the value-s or 3.03 tor MnP and 3 . l.S tor MnAs . Since the 

cr1t1eal ratio must be larger than 3 . 0 for ferromagnet

lam, it is evident that only very small change must be 

made in the bonding ot the phosphide 1n ord r to lose the 

fer romagnetism,. while the arsenide mu.st be e nged b7 

a larger amount . It this 1s true, then the temperature 

http:bondl.ng
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hyste~es1• and slowness o~ the . trans1tlon shollld be 

greatly amplified in the antimonide and b1smuth1de , 

where the ratios are respectively 3.26 and 3.40,. 

fhe slowness of the transition may be due to 

the Utter nee 1n d1t1us1on of the metalloid atom 

a 1t ls belng heated.. Since the distance of movement 

of the arsenic to change bonding uff1o1ent tor the 

transition 1e uch greater than tor the phosph1cle, a 

longer time must be required. Then too, the covalent 

volume ot arsenic is about a-ne-th1rd larger than that 

ot phosphorus .. 

yolume Ef.t!ct.§: The volume of the phosphide 

chang~s at a temperature coincident w1 th the maximum 

change 1n agnatic properties. Some ot the changes 

seem to be more of a change or slope than of a discon

tinuous change in volW'lle. '!'he same l.s to be ·said ot 

the arsenic alloy S$stems, although the temperature ot 

the change did not occur exactly at the point or 1nflect1oa 
I 

nor was the r at• ot change the same as that of the mag

netic trans~ormation. 

-It the· v1ew of Gu1Uaud· that the magnetic 

transition is due to a lattice change· 1.e oonect, then 

the magnetic transition should occur at the ame tem~ 

erature and at t-he same rate as that of the volwne changes. 

The pose1b111ty of a phase change at the trans"':' 

1t1on temperature has not been ruled out. In fact the 
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crystal pat,ern data suggests the possibility of change 

between similar structures. 

Slater (47, pp . 291-304) points out that phase 

changes as ordinarily considered have discontinuous 

changes ot volume and entropy. In order to explain muoh 

experimental data, phase changes or the second order are 

recognized. In these changes, the volume and entropy 

change tairl.y rapidly but not d1scont1nuously. The 

specific heat rises to a maximum (as noted by Bates, loc. 

ei t.) and the changes are spread over several degrees 

rather than being discontinuous. 

Slater mention~ the ferro~agnet1e transition 

as a particular example or a second order transition. 

The magnet.1zat1on falls gradually to zero.; the specific 

heat shows a maximum although does not discontinuously 

change, and no crystal change 1s· necessary tor the transi

tion • Crystal changes have been noted w1th some alloy 

systems, however, at the Curie temperature. The phase 

change requires no lat.ent heat, although energy or the 

magnetic process may be shown. 

The curves or the effects of this study fol

low quite well the noted ones tor second order transi

tions as given by Mayer and Streeter (34, pp. 1019-21). 

In a second order transition, the curve or 

density versus temperature will change 1n slope at a 

particular te perature, although the change may be sharp 
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enougb. to ppear- almost discontinuous. Since the tr ns1

t1one are alow. it 1s quite poasi.ble because or non-equll• 

1'br1um at a preceding temperature to get the effect ot a 

d1seon\1nuou.s change . Unavoidable· small evapor-ation 

losses occur aa a sample is bela. for a considerable per

'1od of time at a part1oular temperature . This m&J also 

give the effect or a <U.scont1nuous break. W1tb this in 

m1nd, the cbang.e of slope as predict d by a phase trans1• 

tion ot the second order would be seen to oceur wtth all 

· ot \he sampl63 observed. Evapora~ion losses and n-on-equil

ibrium slow transitions may well explain behavior observ-ed 

in Figures 3 ud ? , where the change of the dens1ty during 

the heatlng an4 cooling cycles changed in oppoa1te manner 

from that obseJ-ved with otber .samples .. 

The thermal expans1on changes are thus 1nd1

cat1ons ot long-range, slow changes 1n the allo • It is 

not reqa1red that magnetic and .expansion change& occu:r 

at the same rate, s1nc.e t-he1 ax-e associated phenomena, 

rather- than being different aspeets O·f a s1ngle effect .. 

The bonding change conception ot Gu1llaud 

appears eorl'ect, 1t we modity it to consideP the change 

in bond.1ng as lo-ng-range eff'ects 1n macHmolecules, 

considering the bonding cbange as being a resonant or 

average ttesuJ. , .. 

5.'he volume change of MnAs wa also studied by 
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Smits~ Gerding and Verma.st (48). The1 obsened d1.seon

t1rt:aous ebange-e 1n volume, w1th a tempe.ratve hfsteres1s 

of aeveral degrees. They said their mate1al . were not 

pure and. tba't the u&e ot more pu,re samples might reduce 

or eliminate the thermal 1 s ot volume change. 

Gu1llaua. {25) made a dilatometric study ot 

MnAs and noted app~en'tl7 d1scontinuou changes of volue 

at temperatures ot 46° ·on hea11ng and 34° on cooling. 

Since the details ot his experiments ar. lacking, 1t 1& 

hard to correlate 1t with exper1menis o-f this investiga

tion. 

An important d1tterenee betw.eea ihe· results ot 

this investigation and those ot Gu1llaud and .ot Smit • 

Gerding and Verll t 1s that we have been able to completely 

or very nearly eliminate the temper ture hystere 1s ot 

the volum etteots.. The volwne exp ns1on7 as well as the 

other effects. are ve1!J sl.ow and considerable t1 e must 

be give-n tor the trane1t1o-ne .. 

Nee.l has developed a theory for the d.1lat1on 

or terromagnetio substances 1n the neighborhood ot the 

transition temperatur • Based on the aotiG?n ocf near 

ne1gll'bar·s and elastic energy~ he was abie to ealculate 

curves of the coefficient of d1lat1on as a function of 

tempe.ratur • The general curves show a ohange of slope 

Just as with the thermal expansion curve of this 1nvest1

g_at1on, although a erb.arp peak and break ln the c~ft1cient 
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of expansion is also generally shown. Agreement with 

experiment tor iron and nickel is good. although some 

experiments do not show the predicted peak and break 

ot the volume effect, but merely a change in slope as 

observed in this investigation. The work of eel fits 

into the general idea of second order phase changes as 

developed tor ferromagnetic substances. 

~ermoelectric Actio;: The changes in thermo

electric act1on fluctuate in the region ot the diffuse 

change in magnetic properties. Since the supposed 

long-range changes 1n distances are so slow, the conduc

tion electrons r esponsible tor thermoelectric action 

indicate merelr a transition in the substance. Bates (5) 

was able to get sharp changes of thermoelectric power, 

but he presumably _heated his samples much faster than 1n 

this invest1g t1on. The thermoelectric experiments of 

Bates d1ttered in two respects from thos of this investi

gation. ate apparentl7 made no effort to attain th 

very slow equilibrium, sino• ·no ention is made of th 

elapsed time of this experiments. Bates spec1t1c heat 

determinations (3, p. 685), to~ example, were ade in 

thr-ee to five hours. S cond.1y,. Bate a kept his two 

thermoelectric Junctions one o~ two degrees different 

in temperature, r ather than holding one junet1on at a 

constant temperature. Since the transformation region 

is diffuse, both thermoelectric Junctions will be in the 
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magnet-1o transformation region during mu-eh or the 

transit1on. 

zanmosAJ.Yyl.g Ao~1oa-: 'l'b.e the:rmogalvan1c 

action would give valuable 1nfo:rmat1on regarding the 

enel'SJ and entropy or the process 1f 1t were mor re

producible. Again the 1nstab11.1ty of the ertect 1s gen

erally noted to follow the magnetic tran:stor-mattons, 

but no general or quant:1tat1ve etatament.s can be made 

tor such an 1rrevers1ble cell. 

\ 
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ID.~imental: F$rromagnet1e alloys ot the 

systems Mn-P and Mn-As have been prepared b7 a new 

method, whioh haa been foun.d to produce a more general 

series of substanc -s 1a a purer torm and by a safe~ 

method . 

A description of the c-onstruction and operation 

ot apparatus tor the ob~a1n1ng of thermal expansion, 

thermoele,otr1c power and thermogal'Van1c potential as 

related to magnetic properties 1s given. A new type or 
electronic magnetometer, employing the properties or 
a tuned inductance, 1s described . 

Resul.t s were obta.1ne4 of the above phenomena 

tor four alloys ot manganese and phosphorus, ranging 

trom nP0 •9 to KnP1 •4# and ~ee alJ.oys or the manganese 

arsenic system, oomposi t1oa ot wh1ch ranges tr-om 

nAs0 •9 to MnAs1 •3 • Fluctuations of all of the observed 

properties were shown in the region where the magnetic 

trans:t'orma.t1an takes place . The phosphorus alloys trans

form to a paramagnetic state at a tempe~a.ture ot 1S0 w1th 

little ·or no t.emperature .hysteresis.. 'the .arsenic alloy 

transformation takes place at about 44° C. and is 

characterized by exceedingly slow transitions . 
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The phosphide alloys were at. least as ferro

magnetic as the usenio alloys tested, 1n contradiction 

to the early results of Wedekind (51, pp . 624-32). 

A sample of a ~hen1um antimonide was found 

to be non-ferromagnetic at o° C. 

D1sguss1on gt fietu}.tl~ lt has been demonstrated 

that th• terromagnetic substance present 1n the alloys 

studied is a compound of empirical for.m~a MnP or. MilAs, 

diluted with exoe,ss manganese, phoaphorus or arsenic as 

the case may be. 

Qual1tst1ve1y the magnetic transformation 

may be explained as foll ows: 

At the temperatures ot the transtormat1on 

region., a diffuse moYement ot the metalloid-manganese 

bond takes place , bonding the metalloid into the 3d 

shell of the manganese more olo.sely so as to redua• or 

elimina te the magnetic moment due to unshared Zd 

electrons. Since the magnetic moment due to the shield• 

ed electrons is lost or the Slater or1ti_eal ratio is 

sutf1c1ently disturbed, the substance is no l ·onger 

fer-romagnetic. 

The phosphide critical ratio is very near 

the borderline ot paz-amagnet1sm and so the rapid, easy 

transformation ot the phosphide is achieved. The 

arsenide ori tioal rat1o is not as near the borderline 
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of f'erromagnetism and so the transition is much slower . 

S1nce the movement ot the atoms involved must be some

what d1ttunona1, the slightly larger size or- the ~senic 

atom will contribute to the slowness ot transfer . 

fhe long- rang:e changes in lattloe dimensions, 

rollowing Slater•s concept of second order pha-se cbange 

(47, pp. 291-304) sboldd take place without ehange ill 

orys\al structure 1 as was Theren~t•d by Gu.1llaud (25) ,. ·, 

is no latent heat to tbe phase change but energy :Jt the 

magnetization ma1 be involved. The results or Bates (3) 

and rlh1 tmore (54) 1nd1cate that a much larger energy of 

the magnetic transformation is shown by MnAs than nP. 

The magnet·ic energy is predicted by :the Weiss theory ot 

:ferromagnetism . 

The temperature hysteresi.s noted by previous 

workers with MnAs (Bates; GuUlaua.; Smits; Gerding} 

and Vermast, etc .. loc . cit~.) has been l:llmost or completel.y 

eliminated in this study . The ehs.nges occur1rig in the 

· arsenide are e:xtPemely slGw-~ and a false thermal hyster

esis can be noted 1f the determinations are made so 

rapidly that equilibrium 1s not reached . 

The anomalous action ot the thermoelectric 

potential 1s presumed due to the changing conditions 

involving conduction electrons of the mate:-1al during 

the transition. The thermogalvan1c action is likewise 
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associat ed with the changing conditions but 1s so 

irregular as to de'ty interpretation .. · 

Qonclusiong: The ferromagnetism of tb 

manganese-phosphorus and manganese-arsenic alloys tollowe 

quite well the behavior predicted by tne Heisenberg 

molecular f1~ld concept or ferrom~et1sm . The critical 

size ratios predicted by Slater,, et . al . tor the positive 

exchange etteat in 'the Rei aenberg theory have been very 

helptul 1n e-xplaining the behavior ot the alloys .. How

ever, the etteet 1s probably a long-range etrect . The 

general behavior ot the alloys 1s explained by the 

follow1ngt 

1 . The te~romagnetism of the alloys 1s due to 

compounds ot empirical formula MnP or MnAs 

diluted with exces• metal or metalloid . 'the 

change to paramagnetism is caused by the com

pound bond.ing · into the 3d shell of manganese , 

thus decreasing or removing the magnetic 

moment ,of the manganese .. 

11 . The transformation 1s due to a second order 

phase transition, probably ,taking place w1~

out a change 1n crystal structure, but involv

ing changes 1n the lattice dimensions 1n a 

dittuee non-discontinuous manner . 
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111. The magnetic trans1t1ons or the phosphide 

is much more rapid tl;lan that of the arsenide 

because the er1tical ratio· is much nearer the 

paramagnetic borderline conditions and so 

the bonding must be changed much less tor the 

transition; the aller size ot the phosphor

us atom makes diftus1on easier. 

i v. . 'the thermal expans1G::: undergoea a change of 

slope as predicted b7. the change in lattice 

d~ens1ons and in general agrees with the 

theoretical dilation cur•es ot Reel. 

v. Thermoelectric action and thermogalYanic 

potentials retlect a transltorr change involv

ing the conduction electrons. The lack of a 

definite change in tnermoelelectric potential 

rules out the terromagnet1e action as being 

due so1e11 to conduction electrons. 

Y1. The temperature b¥sterea1s obsened by 

previous workers with HnAa vas almost completely 

remoYed by making very slow changes or tempera

ture; the MnAa transitions are Yerr slow and 

magnetic equilibrium must not have been reach

ed 1n some earlier studies where heating or 

cooling crcles were completed in a few hours. 
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